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ABSTRACT
Background: Fetal echo Doppler methods, detecting prolonged atrioventricular (AV) time
intervals - a mechanical PR interval corresponding to the electrical PR interval in ECG, have
been proposed for surveillance of pregnancies at risk of complete congenital heart block
(CCHB). The aim of this thesis was; to validate these Doppler methods by comparing AV
time intervals from left ventricular inflow (MV), inflow and aortic outflow (MV-Ao) and
superior vena cava and aortic flow (SVC-Ao) with ECG in newborns (Paper I); to
investigate the significance of mechanical components in AV time prolongation (Paper II);
to evaluate the diagnostic precision in a target population (Paper III) and to verify childhood
outcome of fetuses, exposed to maternal anti-SSA/Ro antibodies (SSA),(Paper IV).
Results: Paper I In 22 healthy newborns, close positive linear relationships to the PR
interval were demonstrated for all approaches. Doppler techniques using the aortic flow to
indicate ventricular activation overestimated the PR interval; limits of agreement (mean
difference±2SD) were +32±15.4 ms (MV-Ao) and +22±14.0 ms (SVC-Ao). The MV
approach, excluding the isovolumetric contraction time (ICT) by using mitral closure to
indicate ventricular activation, did not overestimate the PR interval but were found to
underestimate the PR intervals as time intervals increased. Paper II In 78 fetuses exposed to
SSA, followed weekly during 18 to 24 gestational weeks (g.w.), strong positive relationships
were found between ICT and MV-Ao time intervals (r = 0.91, p < 0.001), as well as between
ICT and time intervals obtained from the SVC and aorta (r = 0.85, p < 0.001). ICT was
estimated to contribute more than 50% of the total AV time prolongation.
Paper III The prevalence of first-degree AV block at birth was 13.8% in our cohort of 95
fetuses exposed to SSA. MV-Ao and SVC-Ao time intervals with a 95% reference range had
a sensitivity of 91.7% and NPV of 98.4%. Corresponding PPV/LR+ for MV-Ao and SVCAo were 42.3%/4.5 and 47.8%/ 5.7 respectively. ROC curves generated optimal cut offs at
134-138 ms (MV-Ao) and 132-138 ms (SVC-Ao). MV demonstrated a sensitivity of just
50%.
Paper IV Pre school outcome of 57 children, fetally exposed to SSA, demonstrated longer
PR interval in individuals with fetally prolonged Doppler AV time intervals (group A)
compared to individuals with normal fetal Doppler (group B), 140±24 ms vs. 121 ± 13 ms
(p<0.01). First degree AV block (1°AVB) developed in 6 cases in group A, despite normal
ECG at 1 month of age. Prenatal Doppler predicted 1°AVB with a sensitivity of 100 %, PPV
37.5%, LR+ 5.1 and NPV 100%. Signs of mild myocardial impairment were seen in one
case.
Conclusion: Fetal echo Doppler is suitable for early detection of fetuses with prolonged AV
time intervals, indicating first degree AV block and/or mildly impaired cardiac performance.
However, an isolated prolonged AV time interval is rarely a predicting sign of developing
CCHB. These observations suggest that a prolonged AV time interval is an indication for
closer surveillance, withholding treatment with fluorinated steroids until detection of signs of
second-degree AV block or endomyocardial disease.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AS
AV
AV time
AVB
BPM
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CHB
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CTD
ECG
EFE
g.w.
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IVIG
LRLR+
LVO
MHC
NL
NPV
PPV
PR

PRIDE
PW
RNPs
RRNL
SLE
SS
TDI

Antenatal steroid therapy
Atrio ventricular
A Doppler derived mechanical time interval corresponding to
the PR interval in ECG (see PR).
Atrio ventricular block
Beats per minute, usual in association with heart rate
Congenital complete heart block (synomymous with third
degree atrioventricular block) without heart malformation.
Congenital heart block without heart malformation (first,
second and third degree AV blocks)
Confidence interval
Connective tissue disease
Electrocardiography
Endocardial fibroelastosis
Gestational weeks
Isovolumic or isovolumetric contraction time
Intravenous immunoglobulin therapy
Negative likelihood ratio
Positive likelihood ratio
Left ventricular outflow
Major histocompatibility complex
Neonatal lupus syndrome
Negative predictive value
Positive predictive value
ECG derived time interval defined by the start of the P wave
and ending with the first deflection of the QRS complex,
corresponding to the electrical activation of the atrial
contraction.
the PR Interval and Dexamethasone Evaluation prospective
study
Pulsed wave Doppler
Ribonucleoproteins; for example Ro/SSA and La/SSB antigens
The Research Registry for Neonatal Lupus supported by the US
National Institutes of Health
Systemic lupus erythematosus
Sjögren's syndrome
Tissue Doppler Imaging

1 INTRODUCTION
Transplacental transfer of maternal anti-SSA/Ro and anti-SSB/La autoantibodies is
associated with complete congenital heart block (CCHB) as the most serious
manifestation of fetal and neonatal lupus syndrome (NL). Affected offspring faces a 20
to 30 % risk of mortality during the fetal and neonatal period, with the majority of
survivors requiring a permanent pacemaker at an early age. However, there might be a
possibility of therapeutic intervention with steroids with less severe degrees of
atrioventricular (AV) block. Lacking a reliable fetal ECG method, protocols including
fetal echo Doppler methods have been proposed for surveillance of pregnancies at risk
of CCHB in order to detect signs of incomplete AV block.
This thesis focuses on fetal echo flow Doppler velocimetry as a diagnostic tool for early
detection of cardiac manifestations of NL, including first degree AV block, i.e. a
prolonged atrioventricular (AV) time interval – a mechanical time interval correlating
to the electrical PR interval in ECG. At the time of the initiation of this project, human
validation data of the fetal Doppler methods were scarce. Hence, correlation between
time intervals of the Doppler methods and ECG (the golden standard) was analysed in a
group of newborns in our first study.
Proposed Doppler AV time intervals are the result of both the electrical conduction
time (corresponding to the PR interval in ECG) and mechanical components, as they
include the early systolic event of isovolumic contraction time (ICT) – a time interval
that increases with impaired cardiac performance. This insight together with growing
evidence of inflammatory response not only in the conduction system of the fetal heart,
but also in the myocardium as a consequence of NL, led us to investigate if and to what
extent ICT prolongation explains a prolonged AV time interval in fetuses at risk of
CCHB.
There was a lack of data about the diagnostic precision of the proposed Doppler
methods in the literature. In addition, the definition of an abnormally prolonged AV
time interval has been under debate. Based on existing reference values of two
previously proposed Doppler methods and the creation of reference values for one
novel Doppler method excluding ICT, the diagnostic precision of all methods was
analysed in a cohort of fetuses at risk of CCHB. ROC curves were established in order
to find the optimal thresholds for prediction of an abnormal ECG at birth.
Little is known about childhood consequences of prenatal prolonged AV time
interval without the progress to CCHB, since the literature largely comprises cases with
this life threatening manifestation of NL. As a consequence, in study IV we performed
a childhood follow up of our fetal cohort in study III, to verify the outcome in respect to
less severe signs of conduction and myocardial disturbances and to correlate these
findings to prenatal Doppler findings.
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2 NEONATAL LUPUS SYNDROME;
CARDIAC MANIFESTATIONS
Neonatal lupus syndrome (NL) is a model of passively acquired autoimmunity, in
which the pregnant woman’s serum contains anti-SSA/Ro and/or anti-SSB/La
autoantibodies targeted to a ribonucleoprotein complex. A woman with these antibodies
is commonly diagnosed as having Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic lupus erythematosus
or as in nearly half the cases may be asymptomatic 1-3. Following transplacental
transfer, the antibodies are associated with the development of congenital
atrioventricular block (first, second or third degree AV block), NL rash or liver and
blood cell abnormalities including cholestatic hepatitis and cytopenias in the newborn 46
. Apart from the tissue injury of the conduction system, there is also emerging
evidence that the autoantibodies have the potential to induce a more diffuse immune
reaction within the endomyocardium 7, 8. The NL rash, liver and blood cell
abnormalities are of transient nature, most likely reflecting the effect and disappearance
of passively acquired antibodies on organs capable of regeneration. In contrast, third
degree AV block is irreversible and constitutes the most serious consequence of NL
with a substantial mortality and morbidity. This review will focus on the cardiac
manifestations of NL.
2.1

EPIDEMIOLOGY

2.1.1 Congenital atrioventricular block – definition
Confusion exists regarding congenital versus acquired AV block. In mothers of cases
detected in utero, neonatally and during childhood, anti-SSA/Ro and/or anti-SSB/La
were present in 95% , 90% and 5% respectively, as shown by Jaeggi and co workers 9,
indicating different pathogenesis. The proposed and widely accepted definition of
isolated AV block without structural heart defects is; “an AV block is defined as
congenital if it is diagnosed in utero, at birth or within the neonatal period (0-27 days
after birth)” 10. These blocks are often, but not always, associated with the presence of
maternal anti-Ro/SSA antibodies 11.
2.1.2 Incidence and recurrence rate
2.1.2.1 Complete congenital atrioventricular block, CCHB
Complete or third degree congenital AV block is a rare disease in the general
population with a prevalence in newborn babies of 1/15.000-1/20.000 12. The most
accurate incidence of NL in the identified risk group of antibody-positive pregnancies
is probably described by Brucato and colleagues 6 in a prospective, controlled study
analysing the outcome of 100 women with anti-SSA/Ro antibodies revealing a 2 %
incidence of CCHB in newborns. However, the cohort was not followed in regard to
AV time intervals prenatally and only advanced degrees of block were included. In a
combined cohort of 124 antibody-positive pregnancies from Toronto, Canada and
Milano, Italy two cases (1.6%) of CHB were found 13. These data are also in line with
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the findings of the multicenter PR Interval and Dexamethasone Evaluation (PRIDE)
prospective study of 98 pregnancies were three cases (3.1 %) of CHB were identified
14
. The risk has been reported to be even higher in women in whom the anti-Ro activity
is targeted to the 52-kd component of the antigen rather than to the 60-kd component 2,
3, 15
, especially in those women where it is directed to amino acids 200-239 of the 52-kd
protein 3, 16. However, the interpretation of these data is not that straight forward as
limitations of different immunoassays might skew these risk figures. In a recent study
of 125 mothers 52 kDa Ro was not found to be more specific for or frequent in CHB
than 60 kDa Ro meanwhile the presence of anti-La antibodies significantly increased
the risk for CHB 17.
The recurrence rate of a second child with CHB has been shown to be increased
tenfold, to the range of 16-25% accordingly to a retrospective study of the US based
Research Registry for Neonatal Lupus (RRNL) 5, the PRIDE study 14 and a follow-up
study of 21 families with children with NL where three of 12 cases of CHB followed
the birth of a previous child with CHB 18.
2.1.2.2 Incomplete atrioventricular block
In addition to CCHB, first and second degree AV block (AVB I and AVB II
respectively) have been described as the outcome of NL. The incidence of AVB II is
probably in the same range as CHB, although most of them will progress to complete
CHB over time, resulting in a much lower prevalence in the population 5, 19.
First degree AV block has been noted at birth. In a study from our Stockholm group
of 24 anti SSA/Ro52-positive pregnancies followed prospectively, a third of the
fetuses showed Doppler signs of first degree AV block prenatally, with a prevalence
at birth of 12.5 %, all of which had normalised at one month of age 20. The incidence
of pre- and postnatal AVB I in the PRIDE study was much lower 14. This was in part
explained by different definitions of “an abnormal prenatal AV time interval”. It is
also important to emphasize the multi centre design of the PRIDE study with 33
participating centres all over US, contributing with a limited number of Doppler
recordings after a brief introduction to the method compared to the single centre
design with one dedicated fetal cardiologist experienced in the method, performing all
Doppler registrations and analyses. The design of the latter study probably renders a
high internal validity of the result, although the external validity is lower as reflected
by the PRIDE study. The findings of our Stockholm group were recently supported
by a prospective controlled study comparing the outcome of 51 anti-SSA/Ro positive
to 50 anti-SSA/Ro negative pregnancies, indicating a 10 % prevalence of first degree
AV block at birth in the antibody-exposed group compared to none in the control
group 21.
2.1.2.3 Endocardial fibroelastosis and cardiomyopathy
Endocardial fibroelastosis (EFE) has been associated with NL as a less frequent but
serious and life threatening manifestation both with and without the association of
CHB 7, 8, 22. Late onset dilated cardiomyopathy has been described by Moak and co
workers 23 and the incidence may be as high as 10% in individuals with CHB.
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2.1.2.4 Endomyocarditis
Endocardial fibroelastosis and cardiomyopathy represents the most serious
manifestations of inflammation in the fetal heart. It seems reasonable that there is a
spectrum of myocardial involvement and that some fetuses sustain a mild
inflammation of both the conduction system and myocardium, but resolution is
variable. In two cases of our own, previously not reported, we have observed signs of
transient endomyocarditis. The PRIDE study 14 tried to evaluate such early markers or
signs of mild inflammation predicting the progress to CCHB. Tricuspid regurgitation
preceded third-degree block in 1 fetus, and an atrial echodensity preceded block in a
second.
2.2

PATHOGENESIS

The pathogenesis of NL and complete AV block, as a model of passively acquired
autoimmunity, is a field of intense research. This short review will just highlight some
central parts of the results gained so far and to some extent reflect current thinking
regarding the pathogenesis.
2.2.1 Anti-SSA/Ro and anti-SSB/La antibodies
The SSA/Ro and SSB/La antigens, intracellular ribonucleoproteins (RNPs), are
common targets of the humoral autoimmune response; i.e. they contain several
components to which rheumatic patients develop autoantibodies, most often patients
with Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
Structurally, the SSA/Ro antigen consists of a 52 kDa protein (Ro52) as well as a 60
kDa protein (Ro60). The Ro60 protein can be complexed with a family of small
cytoplasmic RNAs. The SSB/La is a single 48 kDa protein. RNPs including Ro and La
are thought to be evolutionary conserved molecules involved in, for example, the
regulation of transcription and transduction, in RNA trafficking from nucleoli to
cytoplasm and complexing during the cell response to stress and apoptosis 24-27.
Interestingly, the role of Ro52 as an E3 ligase in the ubiquitination process (a protein is
inactivated by attaching ubiquitin to it) was discovered recently28, 29. Several
transcription factors of the interferon regulated factor (IRF) family have been identified
as substrates for Ro52-mediated ubiquitination 30. Moreover, Ro52 deficient mice have
an enhanced production of proinflammatory cytokines, known to be regulated by these
members of the IRF family. This observation is also associated with the development
of systemic autoimmunity with features of lupus and Sjögrens’s syndrome 30.
What is widely accepted is that without the maternal component, CCHB would not
ensue. The antibody is an important prerequisite but not a sufficient factor for the
development of CCHB. A fetal component and an environmental component must have
roles in the pathogenesis. As the incidence of CCHB only increases from 2% to
approximately 20% in subsequent pregnancies despite persisting antibodies 31, other
factors must be involved in disease susceptibility than antibody specificity alone.
Genetics of a particular fetus might be considered, but as identical twins more often are
discordant than concordant for CCHB, an environmental factor also seems reasonable.
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2.2.1.1 Specificity of autoantibodies in CCHB
Accumulating data suggests that the risk of CCHB might be higher in women with
antibodies directed to Ro52 rather than the 60 kDa component, especially when the
antibody is directed to a defined epitope; a certain amino acid sequence, 200-239
(p200), within the protein 3, 16, 32. The presence of anti-SSA/Ro52 p 200 in most Ro52
positive sera was also reported by Clancy et al, even though they concluded that
reactivity to p200 was a dominant but not uniform anti-Ro 52 response in women
whose children have CHB 33.
Specificity of autoantibodies is also dependent on the use of specific immunoassays. In
a recent report by Gordon et al17, re-evaluating 109 pregnancies affected by CCHB,
concluded that anti-SSA/Ro52 as detected by Inno-Lia ANA Update was not more
specific for or frequent in CHB than anti-SSA/Ro60. Furthermore, the co existence of
anti-La with anti-Ro increased the risk of CCHB 17.
2.2.1.2 How is CCHB induced by antibodies?
Binding of a certain antibody to an antigen should be the first step in the pathogenetic
process. However, as these specific antigens have an intracellular localization they are
not within reach of the antibodies. Hence, two logical hypotheses have been proposed
and extensively studied.
The first hypothesis proposes that the target is a cardiomyocyte surface protein
containing a cross-reactive epitope recognised by anti-Ro and/or anti-La. Interestingly
L-type and T-type calcium channel proteins have been suggested as the target 34-37. In
line with these findings, Salomonsson et al 16 provided an important contribution in
understanding the pathogenetic mechanism. Monoclonal human Ro52 antibodies
cloned from patients and specific for the p200 epitope were shown to bind to the cell
surface of cardiomyocytes, induce dysregulation of calcium homeostasis, causing
calcium overload and subsequent apoptosis.
Cross-reactivity as the sole explanation to initiation of the pathologic cascade leading
to irreversible fibrosis has been challenged. A direct pathologic consequence of
inhibiting the function of the target cells, as in myasthenia gravis and haemolytic
disease of the newborn is thought to be associated with an even higher incidence as
well as recurrence of CCHB in subsequent pregnancies 38. The hypothesis of crossreactivity could therefore be combined with the alternative hypothesis, assuming that
intracellular proteins become available to the extracellular compartment through a
translocation to the cell surface.
Both Ro60 and La has been demonstrated to be translocated to surface blebs of
apoptotic cells early in the process of apoptosis of the cardiomyocyte 39. Furthermore,
immunohistological evaluation of hearts from fetuses that died with CCHB has
verified extensive apoptosis, clusters of macrophages in zones of fibrosis in
conjunction with IgG and apoptotic cells, tumor necrosis factor and transforming
growth factor (TGF)-β mRNA expression in theses cells and finally extensive
collagen deposition in the conducting system 40.
The finding of exaggerated apoptosis in vivo has been suggested to be the initial link
between the maternal antibodies and the tissue injury, supported by the findings of
Clancy et al 41 demonstrating that resident cardiocytes participate in physiologic
5

clearance of apoptotic cardiocytes but that clearance is inhibited by opsonization via
maternal autoantibodies, resulting in accumulation of apoptotic cells, promoting
inflammation and subsequent scarring. The observation of this perturbation of
physiologic phagocytosis of apoptotic cells has generated the hypothesis that
clearance is diverted to professional FcγR-bearing macrophages activated to secrete
proinflammatory and fibrosis-inducing cytokines. This model is supported by the
finding that apoptotic cardiocytes preincubated with affinity-purified antibodies to
SSB/La, 52-kDa SSA/Ro, or 60-kDa SSA/Ro increased the secretion of TNF-alpha
from cocultured macrophages 42.
2.2.1.3 Genetic factors
As the recurrence of CCHB is only 20%, fetal susceptibility or resistance to disease
has been the focus for a number of studies. Notably, the two strongest genetic factors
associated with most autoimmune disorders, sex and MHC, have not been proven to
influence susceptibility. Genotyping of affected exposed to anti-SSA/Ro and
unaffected siblings in a candidate gene approach have identified TGFβ polymorphism
associated with increased IgG binding to macrophages and increased fibrosis 43.
Addressing the issue of fetal susceptibility or resistance to disease, a large nation
wide population based study aiming at evaluate GENetic factors associated with
COngenital heart block (abbreviated the GENKO study with Swedish spelling) has
been initiated in Sweden.
2.2.1.4 Environmental factors
The discordance of CCHB in monozygotic twins strongly implies the importance of
environmental factors in the pathogenesis. Hypoxia has been suggested to have an
amplifying effect on the distal fibrosing component. In an immunohistologic
evaluation, Clancy et al 44 found prominent intracellular fibroblast expression of
hypoxia-inducible factor 1alpha in conduction tissue from 2 fetuses in whom CHB
led to death. In the same study in vitro exposure of cardiac fibroblasts to hypoxia
resulted in transdifferentiation to myofibroblasts (a scarring phenotype) that
expressed adrenomedullin at increased levels, hence focusing on cyclic AMP as a
modulator of fibrosis.
2.3

NATURAL HISTORY

2.3.1 Morbidity and mortality
The clinical impact of CCHB is significant. Most cases present between 18 and 24
weeks of gestation, and seldom after 30 weeks and they come to attention because of
a sustained bradycardia with a heart rate most often in the range of 40-80 beats per
minute, bpm. 5, 45. Often there is a trend of decreasing heart rate during fetal life and
postnatally 46. The natural history and outcome of a large number of CHB has been
described in many studies over time. CHB is associated with an overall perinatal
mortality of 20-30% with the majority of surviving infants requiring a pacemaker
early in life 5, 9, 12, 46-49. However, most studies do not correlate the outcome in respect
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to when the block first presented. With a fetal diagnosis the mortality might be even
higher, as shown by the Toronto and Paris groups 9, 50. Twenty nine cases of CCHB
with fetal diagnosis were associated with a mortality of 46% in the first two decades
compared to 6% and 0% mortality with a neonatal (n=33) or childhood (n= 40)
diagnosis9. Villain et al 50 found a corresponding mortality of more than 10% after a
mean follow up of 9±6 year in the group of CCHB with fetal diagnosis compared to
none in a group of 55 cases of complete block with postnatal diagnosis and absent
maternal antibodies. Survival beyond the first month of life is associated with an
excellent prognosis for long-term survival 5.
In addition to a fetal diagnosis, the development of fetal hydrops and impaired left
ventricular function is heavily associated with a poor prognosis as well as the
development of EFE. Prematurity, with a gestational age less than 32 weeks has also
been reported to increase the risk of death, although the number of studied cases is
low and most often associated with other risk factors. 9, 46.
Heart rate as a risk factor has been carefully studied based on the assumption that a
low heart rate would be associated with low cardiac output and congestive heart
failure. Based on the works of Groves et al 46 and Jaeggi et al 9 following in total 65
fetuses with CCHB, one can conclude that a presenting heart rate less than 55 bpm
before 28 weeks gestation seems to be more likely correlated to a poor prognosis
although an individual heart rate does not accurately predict the outcome in utero as
there are surviving individuals with low heart rates.
The natural history of CCHB has been further illuminated by Moak et al23 reporting
on late onset cardiomyopathy in 16 patients with CCHB, 12 of which with fetal
diagnosis, despite early institution of cardiac pacing. Four of these died and as many
recovered their myocardial function, meanwhile the rest needed a cardiac transplant.
2.3.2 CHB – a progressive disease?
2.3.2.1 Early markers predicting CCHB?
The clinical impact of CCHB has made it important to find early markers predicting
progress to a complete block in order to intervene. It has been assumed that CHB is a
progressive disease, starting with a less advanced conduction abnormality - first
degree AV block – which develops to a complete, third degree AV block during a
critical period in fetal life. Results from the bench as well as clinical observations of a
wide spectrum of conduction and myocardial disease, ranging from first degree AV
block to complete heart block and from transient signs of mild endomyocarditis to life
threatening EFE and cardiomyopathy, supports this hypothesis. However, the rarity of
CCHB with a low frequency even in the properly identified group at risk and the need
of a close prospective surveillance during the critical fetal period, using a reliable
method with high diagnostic precision are major limitations in the efforts to verify the
hypothesis in the clinical setting. A prospective study of “large size”, with 100
antibody-positive pregnancies, will comprise 0-3 cases of CCHB. A close
surveillance with at least weekly performed examinations would be crucial,
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something that is hard to get in real life for practical reasons. Moreover, the study
must not be interventional, in order to verify the natural history.
A literature review reveals that there are very few cases reported where all
prerequisites are fulfilled (summarised in Appendix 1). To date, there are 5 recently
published studies of serial evaluation of the fetal AV conduction 14, 20, 51-53 apart from
our present work 54, including in total 279 fetuses with a fetal outcome of 6 fetuses
with CCHB, two fetuses with second degree AV block and 50 with signs of first
degree AV block. First degree AV block were actively treated in three of these
studies.
Sonesson et al 20, reporting on the first 24 pregnancies following our protocol of
surveillance made an important observation of a fetus with signs of first degree AV
block at 19 weeks and 5 days gestation, progressing to a complete block 6 days later.
In a study of 47 anti-Ro/La pregnancies followed serially, Gardiner et al 53 reported
on a fetus initially referred with CCHB and hydrops, but with temporary reversion to
normal rhythm with signs of first degree AV block and with subsequent progression
to CCHB with the outcome of hydrops and intrauterine death (IUD). No signs of
preceding altered AV conduction were found prior to detection of CCHB or second
degree AV block in the remaining cases. However, the interval between studies prior
to detection was at least 2 weeks in each of those cases.
An important observation in the prospective studies, not providing treatment for first
degree AV block, is that prolonged AV conduction in most cases seems to be
transient with normalisation during fetal life or within month after birth, even though
first degree AV block might persist in infancy 20, 21, 53.
An indirect evidence for the hypothesis of a progressive initiation of the conduction
disease is the observed reversal of second degree AV block to first degree AV block
or normal conduction, mostly in association with treatment with steroids 20. To my
knowledge there is paucity of data concerning the natural course of second degree
AV block in fetal life without treatment.
A perspective to bear in mind looking for predictors and early signs of CHB is that
most cases of CCHB are presenting in previously healthy and asymptomatic
seropositive mothers unaware of their situation and unknown to the health care
system 9, 46, 47.
In conclusion, resting on immunologic and clinical observations from few cases, there
is evidence that CHB is a gradually progressing disease with development to a
complete, third degree AV block in less than two weeks during a critical period in
susceptible fetuses.
2.3.2.2 Late progress of CHB and cardiac spectrum of NL
Once established, first and second degree AV block may progress to more advanced
block later in life. Askanase et al 19, reviewing the US neonatal lupus registry,
verified the progression to more advanced blocks in 4 of 9 cases of first degree AV
block, present at birth as well as progression to complete block in two out of four
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cases with second degree block present at birth. There are also reports of a limited
number of cases with second degree block reverted to sinus rhythm after
transplacental steroid treatment but subsequently progressing to complete block later
in life.
Late onset of cardiomyopathy has, as afore mentioned, been described in as many as
7-10% of children with CCHB, despite the initiation of adequate pacing 23, 50 , which
also may indicate a slow progress from an initial mild myocardial dysfunction
possibly originating in immunological events during the critical period in fetal life.
2.4

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF CHB

Given the substantial mortality and morbidity associated with CCHB, curative
treatment and prophylactic treatment to prevent the recurrence is two major topics.
From a pathogenetic perspective, therapy should eliminate the prerequisite for CCHB
(the maternal antibodies), modify the inflammatory component before it provokes an
irreversible scarring phenotype of the fibroblasts or reduce the generalized
inflammatory response. Apart form an immunologic approach, measures to increase
the heart rate in affected cases has been sought.
2.4.1 Treatment of CCHB
To date, there is no known effective therapy for CCHB. Treatment has traditionally
been based on fluorinated steroids (dexamethasone or betamethasone) that are able to
cross the placenta in an active form, without being metabolized 55, 56. Presumably,
treatment is ineffective once CCHB has been established with fibrosis in the
conduction system. No durable recovery from complete CHB has been published up
to date, also illustrated in an extensive review by Breur et colleagues 57. However,
fluorinated steroids may significantly improve the survival of fetuses with CCHB as
shown by Jaeggi and colleagues 58. A standardized treatment protocol, including
maternal dexamethasone at CCHB diagnosis and beta-stimulation for fetal heart rates
<55 bpm in 21 fetuses was compared to a non treated group of 16 fetuses. Patients
treated with dexamethasone had a 1-year survival rate of 90%, compared with 46%
without glucocorticoid therapy. Furthermore, immune-mediated conditions
(myocarditis, hepatitis, cardiomyopathy) resulting in postnatal death or heart
transplantation were significant among untreated pregnancies compared with patients
treated with steroids (0/18 versus 4/9 live births). The effective reversion of hydropic
changes such as ascites, pericardial and pleural effusion following steroid treatment
was also observed by Saleeb et al 59.
2.4.2 Treatment of second degree AV block
Several reports indicate that second-degree block might be reversible after treatment
with fluorinated steroids. In the retrospective evaluation of the US RRNL, Saleeb and
co workers found 4 transplacentally treated fetuses with second degree AV block.
None developed CCHB in postnatal follow up; all reverted to first-degree block by
birth; 2 remained so at age 4 years, 1 alternated between first-degree and seconddegree block at 2 years, and the fourth was in second-degree block at age 4 years.
There were also 2 untreated fetuses with second-degree block, both of which
developed CCHB at birth. Alternating second and third degree block were found in 4
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and three cases in the treated and untreated group, respectively. All 7 fetuses
progressed to CCHB. Our own results supports the idea that complete block seems to
be preventable in case of second degree block 20, 54. However, second degree AV
block has also been described to eventually progress to complete block after an initial
reversion secondary to transplacental treatment 19. Breur et al 57 also reported on a
case of incomplete block where oral dexamethasone could not prevent progression to
complete heart block. Furthermore, the treatment was associated with a number of
complications.
2.4.3 Treatment of first degree AV block – prevention of CCHB
In my opinion, isolated first degree AV block in fetuses should not be treated with
fluorinated steroids, unless there are signs of endomyocardial disease (increased echo
density, valvular regurgitation, hydropic changes or other arrhythmias such as sustained
unexplained tachycardia or irregular heart rhythm). Apart from one case with a mild
prolongation of conduction 6 days prior to CCHB, our own data 54, convincingly
demonstrates a natural history with spontaneous normalisation in most cases, even in
cases of prolongation of conduction well beyond a 99% reference range. The benefits
of treatment do not justify the risks. Hence, the approach at our institution is to
withhold treatment with fluorinated steroids in case of first degree AV block, until
detection of endomyocardial disease.
Resting on the hypothesis that CCHB might be preventable if anti-inflammatory
steroid treatment is initiated at an early stage of CHB (corresponding to first degree
AV block), treatment of first degree AV block has recently been advocated 38,52. In a
prospective study by Rein et al 52, closely following 70 fetuses with a variant of tissue
Doppler, 6 fetuses were given dexamethasone after detection of an AV conduction
time exceeding 2SD at one occasion, with observed reversion to normal conduction
within 2 weeks. There were no additional cases of CHB in the studied population,
from which the authors concluded that their regimen had been successful and should
be recommended. In the PRIDE study, following 98 fetuses with flow Doppler, 2
fetuses with a prolongation of conduction > 3SD were treated in the same way and
with the same result of quick reversion to a conduction time within 2SD.
The limitation of both these studies, apart from study size, is the absence of a control
group. From our own experience, spontaneous “normalisation” after detection of
prolonged conduction at one single occasion is not infrequent. Thus, the potential
positive effect of transplacental steroid treatment should be balanced against the
possible negative side effects for mother and child (see section 2.4.5).
2.4.4 Prophylaxis of CHB
Non-fluorinated steroids are recommended only for maternal indications and
prednisone, prednisolone and methylprednisolone should be preferred 60. Apart from
one underpowered, retrospective study indicating a possible preventive effect of early
maintenance prednisone therapy in respect to the development of CCHB 61, most
experts state that non-fluorinated steroids are not indicated for prophylaxis in
seropositive women as they do not prevent the development of CCHB 49, 62.
Furthermore, the fetus is protected from high levels of steroid by inactivating
maternal cortisol in the placenta (by placental 11β-hydroxy steroid dehydrogenase).
In the same way prednisone and prednisolone are also largely converted to inactivated
metabolites 55, 56. In addition, most fetuses with CCHB present in previously non10

symptomatic seropositive mothers, unaware of their increased risk and unknown to
the healthcare system 9, 46, 47.
2.4.5 Antenatal fluorinated steroids – side effects
Maternal risks of fluorinated steroids, as well as other glucocorticoids, are well
known and include infection, osteoporosis, osteonecrosis and diabetes. Beside
maternal side effects, specific fetal risks exist including growth restriction,
oligohydramnios and possibly adrenal suppression reviewed by Breur et al 57.
However, most studies reflect side effects in single cases or limited number of cases
of third degree AV block, also affected by hydropic changes. Furthermore, limited
data on side effects are provided in published reports regarding treatment.
So far, there is a lack of randomized controlled trials, most obviously explained by
the rarity of disease, difficulty in matching the severity of cases and probability to get
mothers consent to participate. Despite these limitations there are major concerns
regarding the influence on the developing central nervous system.
Cavalieri et al 63 reviewed extensive experimental and human data regarding side
effects from antenatal steroid (AS) therapy. Animal models in rhesus monkeys,
pregnant sheep and rats indicates profound structural effects following exposition of
dexamethasone or betamethasone, including decreased brain weight and head
circumference, dose-dependent deleterious effects in the hippocampus including a
disorganised neuronal architecture 64, 65. In a follow up of rhesus monkey exposed to
small doses of AS, the volume of hippocampus was reduced by 20-30% at 20 month
of age, indicating the possibility of an irreversible damage to the brain 66. In addition,
delay in myelinisation of the corpus callosum and effects on the cytoskeletal
structure, important for normal functioning of the neuron-impulse transmission and
axonal transport have been reported 67.
The finding of decrease in birth weight and reduction in head circumference has been
confirmed in human studies by several authors 63. There is also growing evidence of
functional and behavioural correlates to brain damage. Small differences in cognitive
development, impairment of visual memory, problematic behaviour and delay in
long-term psychomotor development have been reported 63.
There is a highly plausible biological explanation to these experimental and human
observations of possible side effects of AS. Cellular maturation seems closely related
to glucocorticoid levels as they increase and decrease during fetal development. In
this perspective the placental shield for inactivation of maternal steroids also can be
understood. Hence, a rise in steroid levels outside the normal pattern could alter the
delicate maturation process. Furthermore, the hippocampus is central in integrating
several areas of the brain, especially with regard to behaviour and emotions.
Alterations in hippocampal function may manifest in behavioural aspects of creativity
and emotional stability as well as in pathology of aging.
In contrast to these possible side effects, investigators studying psychomotoric
development in children up to the age of 12 have failed to reveal an adverse effect of
AS given to enhance lung maturation 68, 69. However, the setting of theses studies is
not comparable to prevention of CCHB, as the result of these studies are heavily
influenced of the studied group of preterms and the positive effects of lung
maturation confounding the result.
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Antenatal steroids have also been used in pregnancies at risk of virilizing congenital
adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) for more than 20 years. Dexamethasone has been offered
the mother in a dose of 20 µg/kg per day (maximum 1.5 mg daily) throughout the
hole pregnancy in case of an affected fetus, starting from 6-9 gestational weeks. In
case of an unaffected fetus the medication has been terminated at 15 to 20 gestational
weeks. In a large controlled outcome study of 281 prenatally treated pregnancies no
side-effects regarding fetal wastage, birth weight and birth length or head
circumference could be detected 70. A large follow up study of the same cohort, using
four standardized questionnaires focusing on cognitive and motor development were
unable to document any adverse effects of early AS 71. In contrast, a more thorough
investigation of cognitive function in a similar but smaller Swedish cohort indicated
long-term effects on verbal working memory 72. Notably, the doses used for the
prevention of CCHB most often are at least 2-3 times higher than doses used in CAH.
Although AS have been used for some time, the drug of choice and dosing of the
corticosteroid has not been standardized. The negative effects of AS seems more
linked to dexamethasone than betamethasone 73, although the differences are small as
demonstrated in a recent Cochrane review 74 regarding AS for lung maturation.
There is, to date, one study of neuropsychological outcome in 13 children with CCHB
and of which 11 were exposed to dexamethasone in high doses (much higher doses
than in lung maturation). All children had normal IQ and no negative effects on
neurodevelopment were seen. One of the two children not exposed to AS had a mild
learning disability 75.
In conclusion, it is important to assess the risk-benefit matrix for antenatal steroid
therapy, taking into account the perspective of possible serious side effects of AS; i.e.
treatment/prevention of first degree AV block is highly questionable.
2.4.6 Other therapeutical approaches
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) has been used in selected cases (in case of a
previous affected child) 76. Theoretically IVIG might have an effect at several levels
of the proposed pathologic cascade. However, this strategy has not yet been proven
effective. The PITCH study (Preventive IVIG Therapy for Congenital Heart Block)
has been set up in order to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach 38 but there is
up to date no published result on the outcome.
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2.5

DOPPLER FOR EARLY DETECTION OF CARDIAC
MANIFESTATIONS OF NL

Resting on the hypothesis that CHB is a gradually progressing and preventable
disease with development of third degree AV block through a stage of prolonged PR
interval and first degree AV block, methods for early detection has been proposed.
Since fetal ECG is not available, echocardiographic flow Doppler and Doppler tissue
imaging (TDI) have been developed to study the hemodynamic and mechanical
consequences of atrial and ventricular activation. The following will focus on the
flow Doppler methods. The Doppler derived mechanical correlation of the electrical
PR interval will be referred to as the atrioventricular (AV) time interval.
Simultaneous M-mode recordings of atrial and ventricular wall motions were initially
introduced in the evaluation of fetal arrhythmias 77, 78. However, the landmarks in Mmode are often difficult to recognise with precision causing problem to identify time
intervals with high precision 79.
Echocardiographic Pulsed Doppler recordings of blood flow velocities at the level of
the left ventricular outflow tract was reported by Strasburger et al 80 to be a useful tool
in the investigation of fetal arrhythmias. In contrast to M-mode, the onset of the
velocity waveform were often easier to recognise and hence more reproducible. Resting
on these early works, evaluation of the fetal PR interval was first described by the New
York and Montreal groups 79, 81, 82.
The basic principle used in Doppler methods is to identify the initiation of blood flow
from velocity recordings, following the electrical impulse in the conduction system,
resulting in contraction of atrias and ventricles and subsequently the start of blood
flow. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5.1, showing simultaneous ECG and Doppler
recordings.

Figure 2.5.1. ECG and Doppler tracings (top and bottom respectively). The PR interval in ECG
corresponds to the AV time interval in Doppler. The P-wave correlates to atrial activation, resulting in
initiation of active filling velocities (A) of the left ventricle through the mitral valve. R (QRS) denotes
ventricular activation resulting in mitral valve closure and subsequently initiation of aortic flow (V).
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2.5.1 The Mitral Valve–Aortic method, MV-Ao
The MV-Ao Doppler recording is made from an optimized left ventricular outflow
(LVO) view keeping the insonation angle within 30 degrees of the left ventricular inand outflow directions. The Doppler sample volume should be placed high in the left
ventricle at the junction of the anterior mitral leaflet and LVO and it is important that
the sample volume is big enough to encompass both the mitral inflow as well as the
aortic outflow (Figure 2.5.1.1).
It is of outermost importance that the Doppler recording is of good quality in order to
get precise and hence more reproducible landmarks. For a recording to be used the
following criterias should be fulfilled:
• The tracing should have a sweep speed of 100 mm/s to get sufficient time
resolution.
• The ultrasound system set up should allow time presentation in milliseconds
(ms) and the tracking ball should be adjusted to time interval increments of
maximum 3 to 4 ms.
• Optimisation regarding gain, envelope and B-colour should be done,
enhancing a more precise identification of landmarks.
• In normal tracings the M-shaped two peak velocities of the early and active
filling of left ventricle should be clearly separated (above the base line in
Figure 2.5.1.1, right panel) with optimal representation of velocities at the
terminating part of the E wave and the initiation of the A wave, creating a
clear cut incision between the two profiles.
• The valvular “click” of the closing mitral valve and the opening aortic valve
should be present, in order to ensure a precise identification of the isovolumic
contraction time interval and the start of aortic outflow.

Figure 2.5.1.1. Left panel shows a schematic of the left ventricular outflow view. The pulsed Doppler
sample volume should be placed high in the left ventricle at the junction of the anterior mitral leaflet and
LVO big enough to record the velocities in both the mitral valve (above the base line in right panel) and
LVO (below the base line). Note the valvular “click” denoting closure of the mitral valve and opening of
the aortic valve.
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Definition of the MV-Ao time interval (MAV-time)
The AV time interval is measured from the intersection of the mitral E and A waves
to the beginning of the ventricular ejection wave, using the leading edge principle, i.e.
the right margin of the calliper is placed in contact with the initiation of the respective
velocity profiles.
Pitfalls
Incorrect AV time intervals will be the result of a suboptimal Doppler recording. Since
both the in- and outflow of the left ventricle need to be properly recorded, there is
always a risk of poor registration of either.
Suboptimal recording of the active filling phase of the mitral inflow or the closing
“click” should render an adjustment of the sample volume placement towards the
anterior mitral leaflet and inflow, possibly together with an increase in sample volume.
Given an adequate identification of aortic outflow, a poor recording of the initiation of
the A wave may result in a false shortening of the AV time interval.
Suboptimal recording of the aortic outflow is, in my experience, a common problem.
With a sample volume placement too low in the left ventricle or too close to the centre
of the inflow, the steep start of the aortic flow and the aortic valve “click” will be lost,
resulting in an artifactual prolonged AV time interval.
In addition, suboptimal recordings will result in poor reproducibility of the method and
poor agreement between observers. Differences in methodology may, at least partly,
explain contrasting outcome of studies.
Limitations
The MV-Ao Doppler method is the most commonly used method because of the
relative simplicity of acquiring the recording, resting on a fetal echocardiographic view
widely used in the basic screening protocol for congenital heart defects. However,
increasing heart rate and progressing true prolongation of the AV time interval will
often result in fusion of the E and A wave with accompanying difficulties identifying
the start of the AV time interval as visualised in Figure 2.5.1.2. In the experience of our

Figure 2.5.1.2. MV-Ao recording from a fetus with prolonged AV time interval (>150 ms). Note the
fusion of E and A waves of the mitral inflow (below the base line).
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institution, the finding of E and A fusion together with a deviant time interval
strengthens the impression of a true AV time prolongation. In these cases the SVC-Ao
method is used in order to get a more reproducible AV time interval, often more
prolonged than indicated by the MV-Ao method. In my opinion, the MV-Ao method is
mainly a tool to demonstrate normal AV time intervals which can be done in the vast
majority of the group at risk.
Apart from the general problem of a high maternal body mass index and poor image
quality, fetal position presents a limitation as all methods to some extent are angle
dependent when it comes to acquisition of the recording. The SVC-Ao Doppler method
and an additional pulmonary artery method are alternatives in our practice under these
circumstances.
As will be discussed later the inclusion of ICT in both MV-Ao and SVC-Ao derived
AV time intervals, calls for a careful assessment of a pathological result to rule out
isolated ICT prolongation explained by other causes than a conduction abnormality (see
section 2.5.3).
A general limitation of the MV-Ao method in evaluation of heart rhythm is the inability
to demonstrate blood flow velocities caused by atrial contraction against a closed mitral
valve. In these circumstances a method including venous Doppler is needed.
2.5.2 The Superior Vena Cava–Aortic method, SVC-Ao
The basic idea of venous Doppler in evaluation of heart rhythm is the ability to
demonstrate the physiological reversal of blood flow velocities in the vein caused by
the atrial activation (the a-wave). In cases of atrial contraction against a closed AV
valve, as in AV dissociation and re entry tachycardia for example, the reversal of
venous flow will be reinforced, which will be seen in the Doppler tracing as increased
peak velocity of the a-wave. In this way the atrial activity can be assessed in respect to
atrial rate and regularity. The simultaneous recording of arterial blood flow velocities
caused by the ventricular activation and contraction, enhances the assessment of
ventricular heart rate and regularity as well as the relationship between atrial and
ventricular activity, including the delay in the AV node and hence the AV time interval
(Figure 2.5.2.1.).

V

a
D
S
Figure 2.5.2.1. Normal velocity pattern in SVC. Flow towards the right atria during ventricular systole
(S) and the diastolic early filling phase (D) shown beneath the baseline and the physiological reversal
of flow direction (a) above the base line. Simultaneous recording of the aortic flow (V) above the
baseline.
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The SVC-Ao Doppler recording is made from an optimized longitudinal 3 vessel
view. This projection is not part of basic screening protocols for congenital heart
defects, although a useful projection in complete fetal echocardiography and for a
more thorough investigation of fetal arrhythmias as reported by JC Fouron and co
workers 83-85.
There are different strategies to obtain a longitudinal 3 vessel view suitable for
simultaneous recordings of the SVC and aorta Doppler velocities. From the
traditional 3 vessel view in short axis it is possible to orientate in order to rotate and
get a longitudinal plane of insonation through SVC and aorta (Figure 2.5.2.2, left
panel). An alternative strategy is to obtain a 4-chamber view with the ventricular
septum in a vertical position and subsequently rotate the transducer 90° in order to get
a longitudinal view of both the ascending aorta and the SVC in close proximity to
each other (Figure 2.5.2.2, right panel). These strategies might result in a flow
direction perpendicular to the insonation angle. However, as both SVC and aorta
curves anteriorily at the connection to the heart (Figure 2.5.2.3), most often just a
slight adjustment of the insonation angle needs to be done to a somewhat more
oblique cut from the upper part of the abdomen directed towards the big vessels by
moving the transducer caudally in the fetus keeping the same plane. The proper
placement of the sample volume is shown in Figures 2.5.2.2, right panel and Figure
2.5.2.3, left panel. The gate should be opened enough to encompass both vessels.
The same general remarks about optimization of the Doppler trace quality as was
discussed in the MV-Ao section (2.5.1) are true for this recording. For a recording to
be used the following criterias should be fulfilled:
•
•

The transition from the D to the a-wave should be seen in order to get a
reproducible start point of measurement.
The initiation of the aortic velocity profile should be optimally recorded,
showing a steep acceleration and increase in velocity in order to identify the
terminating part of the AV time interval.

Figure 2.5.2.2. Three vessel view in short axis (left panel) allowing the identification of the proper
plane of insonation in order to get a longitudinal 3 vessel view (right panel). The proper placement of
the sample volume is shown (ring). For the purpose of a proper alignment to flow directions in SVC
and Ao the insonation angle needs to be adjusted to a somewhat more oblique cut from the abdomen
directed towards the big vessels by moving the transducer caudally in the fetus keeping the same plane.
RA; right atrium, AV; aortic valve.
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Figure 2.5.2.3. A fetal longitudinal 3 vessel view (left panel) demonstrating how aorta and SVC
curves anteriorily at the connection to the heart making a proper placement of the sample volume
possible (white ring). Definition of the SVC-Ao derived AV time interval (right panel) from the start
of the retrograde venous a wave to the beginning of the aortic ejection wave.

Definition of the SVC-Ao derived AV time interval
On the simultaneous SVC-Ao recordings, the AV time interval should be measured
from the beginning of the retrograde venous a wave to the beginning of the aortic
ejection profile as shown in Figure 2.5.2.3.
Pitfalls and limitations
Incorrect AV time intervals will be the result of a suboptimal quality of the a-wave and
the aortic ejection profile, which also will also result in poor reproducibility and
agreement between observers.
The ability of the operator to acquire a proper SVC-Ao recording is depending on
practice and the learning curve is longer than for the MV-Ao method. Also, SVC-Ao is
a more angle dependent method and thus more dependent on fetal position.
Fetal breathing movements in late pregnancy may influence the venous Doppler pattern
making it difficult to identify the start of the retrograde a wave.
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Figure 2.5.3.1. Schematic presentation of the MV-Ao and MV Doppler derived AV time intervals.
MV-Ao is the sum of electrical and mechanical components, hypothesised to be represented of A-wave
duration and ICT

2.5.3 The Mitral Valve method, MV
The inclusion of the early systolic time interval ICT in both MV-Ao and SVC-Ao
derived AV time intervals lead us to the hypothesis that a Doppler method excluding
ICT would correlate better to the PR interval in ECG. Based on the MV-Ao recording
we decided to define a new AV time interval. The MV derived AV time interval is
measured from the intersection of the mitral E and A waves to the mitral valve
closing “click”, schematic presented in Figure 2.5.3.1.
Isovolumic contraction time (ICT)
The isovolumic contraction time interval is the initial systolic period characterised by
abruptly rising ventricular pressure causing the AV valves to close and to build up
sufficient pressure to push the semilunar valves against the arterial pressure. During this
period contraction is occurring in the ventricles, but there is no emptying, i.e. the
tension is increasing in the muscle 86
ICT is dependent on contractility, preload, afterload and heart rate. Several
investigators have demonstrated that ICT shows a strong negative correlation with the
maximum rate of early systolic rise in left ventricular pressure 87-90, which in turn is
considered a sensitive measure of myocardial contractility 91; i.e. impaired contractility
results in ICT prolongation. A prolongation of ICT could also be seen with a reduction
of diastolic ventricular filling or an increase of end diastolic arterial pressure 91.
Given the pathogenetic possibility of a diffuse immune reaction within the myocardium
in NL resulting in a mildly impaired contractility, one might hypothesis that a
prolonged AV time interval could be the result of a prolonged ICT and to a lesser
extent signs of a conduction abnormality. Hence, a method excluding ICT would be
preferable for detection of conduction disease.
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2.5.4 Validation, normal reference values and diagnostic ability
2.5.4.1 Validation and method comparison studies – background
The introduction of new clinical techniques for measurement of biological events calls
for validation studies. The following criterias should be evaluated.
Repeatability (intraobserver variability)
A basic requirement of a measurement is that it is repeatable. Poor repeatability will
result in poor agreement between two observers and two methods.
The repeatability coefficient (r), which is the maximum difference that is likely to occur
in 95% of repeated measurements, is considered to be one of the best ways to examine
the repeatability 92. This value can also be presented as limits of agreement with 95%
confidence intervals (CI).
The repeatability could also be described by the coefficient of variation (CV, %) which
is the within subject standard deviation (mean of the residuals) divided by the overall
mean.
CV= [100 x (Within subject SD)) /Overall mean = (100 x S within)/Overall mean
Commonly a CV of <5% is deemed acceptable 93. However, if the variation is
considerable between subjects a satisfying value can be misleading.
The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) assesses the repeatability in the situation
were measurements are repeated in a single subject and on a number of subjects by
taking into account two sources of variability; the within subject standard deviation(S
94
within) and the between subjects standard deviation (S between) .
ICC= S between2 / (S within2 +S between2)
High reliability in the measurements is assigned when the ICC is large (close to 1)
indicating low within random error. A value of at least 0.90 is demanded if the method
should be used for future patients 93.
Reproducibility
A requirement of a measurement is that it should be reproducible of a second observer.
The agreement between observers can be assessed by the same tools as mentioned
above. The best way is to use the repeatability coefficient (r) 92.
Agreement between methods
Comparison of a new method with an established one is needed. In the present situation
there is no established method for comparison, since standard ECG in the fetal setting
is not available. There are alternative ways to address this problem, as animal models
allowing standard ECG on exteriorised fetuses or extrapolating the comparison to
human newborns.
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Comparison of methods is recommended to be performed according to the method
described by Bland and Altman 95, 96, by plotting difference between measurements of
the tested methods against their mean and to establish limits of agreement, which is
defined as the mean difference (mean d) ± 2SD. 95% of all differences are expected to
lie within these limits. The precision of estimated limits of agreement can be
established, calculating 95% confidence limits.
Normal reference values
Next step in the introduction of a new technique for measurement of a continuous
numerical variable is to establish normal reference values in healthy individuals. This is
all about basic statistics of getting a cross sectional sample of the population with a size
big enough to estimate a mean value with sufficient precision and to describe the bell
shaped normal distribution of biological variation in order to define a “limit of
abnormal”. This cut off is often set at a 95 % reference range, corresponding to ±2
(1.96) standard deviations (SD); i.e. 2.5 % of the normal population is expected to have
a measurement above (or below) this limit as well as subjects with true abnormal
measurements.
The relationship of the mean value to other variables has to be investigated as well. In
the present situation, fetal AV time intervals can be expected to be influenced by
gestational age and possibly heart rate. Variation of a studied variable with gestational
age contributes a special problem to the acquisition of normative data in healthy
fetuses. The sample size increases dramatically as sufficient number of fetuses are
needed throughout the investigated gestational age range. This should be seen against
the background that healthy fetuses are examined according to antenatal care programs
recommending just a few ultrasound examinations. Furthermore, for cross sectional
samples each fetus should be used only once to fulfil the requirement of independent
observations 93.
Diagnostic precision
The ability of the new method to predict a pathological outcome is of crucial
importance for the use in future patients.
Evaluating the accuracy of diagnostic methods or tests designed to be used in screening
or surveillance protocols should be done by assessing the pre test probability of finding
the condition in the tested population (prevalence of the condition), sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative predictive value (PPV and NPV respectively),
positive and negative likelihood ratio (LR+ and LR- respectively) 97. From these studies
of the test used in the target population receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves
can be produced in order to find an optimal cut off for the test to be defined as
abnormal. The selection of an optimal combination of sensitivity and specificity for a
method should rest on the analysis of the relative consequences and costs of positive
and false negative interpretations.
Internal and external validity
For a method to come into widespread use, all the above mentioned evaluation should
be found to be valid not only in the hands of skilled expertise but also in general use.
From our perspective of a highly operator dependent Doppler method, the conclusion
might be that the method meets all the requirement of a safe, precise and validated
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method, but only when used at a specialised unit; i.e. if the method should be used,
patients should be referred to units with a special expertise.

2.5.4.2 Validation of the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler methods
At the time of the initiation of this PhD project there were just a few papers addressing
validation of the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao methods.
In a study, by Glickstein et al 81, on ten newborn infants, the mean AV time interval
(0.12±0.02 seconds) obtained by the MV-Ao approach were not significantly different
from the mean PR interval (0.12±0.02 seconds) measured on ECG recordings made, at
a paper speed of 25 mm/s, within minutes of the Doppler recording. No data was
presented regarding repeatability, reproducibility or limits of agreement between
methods. The agreement between mechanical and electrical PR intervals was
unexpected as MV-Ao is the result of both electrical and mechanical components
comprising both atrial activation and early systole. The result might have been
influenced by study size and the non simultaneous recording of the two methods as
well as a paper speed resulting in limited time resolution.
Glickstein et al 81 also provided normal reference values based on 56 healthy fetuses
with a gestational age ranging from 17 to 40 gestational weeks (g.w.) assigned to three
groups; group 1: 17-23 g.w. (n=20), group 2: 24-30 g.w.(n=20) and group 3: 31-40
g.w.(n=16) with AV time intervals of 0.12±0.02; 0.12±0.04 and 0.13±0.02 respectively.
In contrast to more recent results of larger studies, no correlation between gestational
age and AV time interval was demonstrated. This could be explained by a small study
size resulting in a limited precision in the estimate of mean. An additional source
influencing the precision is a limited repeatability in the measurements, on which no
data was given. An early contribution, by the same group, to validate the method was
done by retrospective application of the normative data to a case serially followed with
fetal echocardiography. Prolonged AV time intervals were revealed with the
concomitant finding of pericardial effusion and decreased left ventricular function
combined with premature atrial beats. Postnatal ECG confirmed first degree AV block,
indicating some degree of agreement between methods in the target population 98.
The Montreal group has reported on excellent repeatability and reproducibility for both
MV-Ao and SVC-Ao approaches in a validation study of 17 fetuses examined by two
observers, skilled in fetal echocardiography 83. Evaluating agreement between Doppler
approaches and ECG the same group studied 6 exteriorised fetal lamb hearts,
demonstrating SVC-Ao derived AV time intervals exceeding concomitantly recorded
PR intervals by 35 ms 79. The MV-Ao approach could not be evaluated because of
fusion of the E and A wave in mitral inflow, due to the rapidity of HR in fetal lamb.
Limits of agreement were not established. The overestimation of the pulsed Doppler
AV time interval was also confirmed in an animal model using open chest pigs 99, as
the ventricular pre-ejection period (time delay from Q wave to ventricular ejection) was
longer than the atrial pre-ejection period (delay from P wave to atrial ejection).
More recently, 2 fetuses with first degree AV block diagnosed by the MV-Ao method
had confirmation in utero by fetal magnetocardiography 51.
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There are also two recent studies evaluating Doppler against early versions of signal
average fetal ECG (sic not standard ECG). Nii et al 100 demonstrated significant
positive correlation between MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler and f-ECG in simultaneous
recordings and established mean differences with 95% CI by Bland Altman plots on 97
fetuses. AV time intervals by both methods were systematically longer than f-ECG
derived PR intervals. The same study indicated that tissue Doppler intervals correlated
better to PR intervals within normal PR ranges. The intra- and interobserver variability,
presented as CV with 95% CI, was acceptable for all tested methods. Similar results
were found in a second validation study of 50 fetuses comparing fetal ECG with MVAo using Bland Altman plots and limits of agreement for inter- and intraobserver
variability 101.

2.5.4.3 Normal reference values of MV-Ao and SVC-Ao
Normal reference data have been published by 5 groups. These data are summarised in
Table 2.5.4. Four of the studies meet the criteria of sufficient sample size estimating a
mean with an acceptable precision throughout gestation 51, 82, 100, 102. All four studies
report correlation between gestational age and AV time interval. A comparison of mean
and 2 z-score between the three studies supplying regression equations82, 100, 102 reveals
no clinical significant difference for either MV-Ao or SVC-Ao, although AV time
intervals established by Wojakowski et al102 tend to longer. However, a limitation in the
creation of their reference values is the use of a Doppler sweep speed of just 40 mm/s
instead of 100 mm/s used in the studies by Andelfinger et al82 and Nii et al100. A high
sweep speed in the Doppler tracing permits increased time resolution and precision in
the measurement of a time interval, which is of outermost importance in the detection
of a deviation of less than 50 milliseconds.
Generally, the MV-Ao measurements tend to exceed SVC-Ao measurements.
Reference values presented by Glickstein et al 81 were not found to correlate with
gestational age, probably due to the small sample size. Differences in the technique of
recording and measurement are also possible explanations to the deviant result.

2.5.4.4 Ability of the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler to predict first degree AV
block
Sonesson et al 20 were the first to report on the result of serial fetal echo Doppler used
in a surveillance protocol for 24 fetuses at risk of CCHB, using the reference values by
Andelfinger et al 82 as normative data. The identified risk group was anti-SSA/Ro52
positive pregnant women and pregnant women with a previous child with CCHB. The
pregnancies were followed with fetal echo Doppler weekly from 18 to 24 gestational
weeks. Surprisingly, a third of the fetuses were found to have prolonged AV time
intervals above 2 SD; i.e. a third had signs of first degree AV block. However, most
fetuses demonstrated spontaneous normalisation during pregnancy or short after birth,
although first degree AV block was confirmed in 50%.
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Table 2.5.4. Reported normal reference values of the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler methods. All AV
time intervals are presented in milliseconds.
Reference
17

MV-Ao

SVC-Ao

Gestational age, weeks

Gestational age, weeks

20

Andelfinger et al 82

24

28

32

17

20

(N=243)

24

28

32

(N=167)

mean

111

113

115

116

118

108

110

113

116

119

2 z-score
3 z-score

129
138

131
140

132
141

134
143

136
145

124
133

127
135

130
138

133
141

136
144

Regression equation

y = 104 + 0.44*GA, r2=0.08, p<0.001

Nii et al 100
mean
2 z-score
3 z-score
Regression equation

(N=110)

Regression equation

115
131

117
133

120
136

122
138

137

139

141

144

146

y = 103 + 0.6*GA, r2=0.19, p<0.0001

106
124

108
126

111
128

114
131

117
134

132

134

137

140

143

y = 94.1 + 0.7*GA, r2=0.21, p<0.0001

(N=336)
119
132
139

120
135
142

122
137
145

123
140
148

125
143
152

y=112+0.40*GA, p<0.001

Van Bergen et al 51

(N=150)

mean

120.6±8.7†

Glickstein et al 81
mean

(N=110)

113
129

Wojakowski et al 102
mean
2 z-score
3 z-score

y = 94.4 + 0.78*GA, r2=0.14, p<0.001

(N=56)
120±20‡

120±40§

130±20║

†Van Bergen et al reported positive correlation between AV time interval and gestational age, although
time interval was only presented as mean±SD at mean GA 25.0±5.3
‡mean ± 2SD AV time interval at mean GA 20.2 weeks (group range 17-23, n=20); § GA 27.0 weeks
(24-30, n=20); ║ GA 32.1 weeks (31-40, n=16)
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2.5.4.5 Clinical questions raised by previous studies
The findings of Sonesson et al 20 together with later findings of the PRIDE study 14
raised some critical issues. These questions concern a long PR interval and the
hypothesis that CCHB develops through a stage of first degree AV block.
What is the clinical significance of a long PR interval - when is a long PR interval too
long 103? Is it possible to define a limit for “abnormal”?
What is the biological implication of a prolonged PR interval with regard to tissue
injury? The apparent transient nature of first degree AV block in most cases challenged
the idea of early steroid treatment in all these cases.
Also, the use of the Doppler methods were questioned as the diagnostic precision
seemed to be low in the target group and other methods as fetal ECG and tissue
Doppler were proposed 52, 53.
Resting on these clinical questions the aims of this thesis was formulated regarding the
need of further validation of the Doppler methods, the need for better understanding
how the methods should be used and in a larger study verify the diagnostic precision.
Also, we wanted to answer the question about the clinical significance of a prenatally
long PR interval in a childhood perspective.
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3 AIMS OF THE THESIS
The aims of the studies were:
Paper I
To evaluate and validate one novel and two previously reported Doppler flow
velocimetric techniques to estimate atrioventricular (AV) time intervals, suggested
being useful for early identification of fetuses at risk for congenital heart block. As
these two methods are using the onset of aortic outflow as marker of ventricular
activation, the early systolic phase of isovolumetric contraction will be included in the
AV time measurements. To avoid this potential source of error in the estimation of PR
intervals, we designed a new AV time interval that did not include the isovolumetric
contraction time (ICT).
Paper II
To investigate if anti-Ro/SSA antibody exposed fetuses with prolonged atrioventricular
(AV) time intervals also had prolongation of the isovolumetric contraction time (ICT).
As recent studies had suggested that antibodies targeted to the 52-kd component of the
Ro-antigen seemed more prone to induce CHB than antibodies targeted to the 60-kd
component13-15, a second goal was to examine if we could detect any differences
between those anti-Ro positive pregnancies that were antibody positive and negative to
the Ro52-antigen, respectively.
Paper III
To investigate the diagnostic precision of the three proposed and described Doppler
methods in their ability to predict postnatal first-degree atrioventricular (AV) block in a
cohort of fetuses exposed to maternal anti-SSA/Ro 52 antibodies.
Paper IV
To verify the outcome of children prenatally exposed to maternal anti-SSA/Ro
antibodies (SSA) in respect to signs of incomplete AV block or myocardial disease and
to correlate prenatal Doppler findings to outcome.
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4 MATERIAL AND METHODS
4.1

PAPER I

The ability of the Doppler methods to measure the biological time interval recorded
by the PR interval in ECG in the setting of an examination in human fetuses should
optimally be done by a direct comparison between fetal ECG and Doppler. However,
lacking a reliable method to record fetal ECG we decided to perform our study on
newborn infants, where simultaneous Doppler and ECG tracings could easily be
obtained.
Subjects. The subjects were newborn healthy infants, born term with an uneventful
perinatal history, studied during the first week of life, but after completing the
transitional circulation. For the purpose of a cross sectional estimate of the mean and
standard deviation of a specific biological time interval, a study size of 20 cases was
assessed to be appropriate to gain normal distribution and sufficient precision.
Both parents gave informed consent to have their baby examined, and the study was
approved by the Ethics Committee at the Karolinska Hospital.
Doppler and ECG recordings. Doppler derived AV time interval (mechanical PR
interval) and ECG derived PR interval (electrical PR interval) were recorded and
measured in a standardised way to ensure comparable measurements and control of
confounding factors.
All cardiac examinations were performed by the same examiner using an Acuson
Sequoia ultrasound system with a 7V3 MHz transducer. A complete pediatric
echocardiographic examination, including Doppler examination of all valves and major
vessels, was performed in all infants without demonstrating any abnormalities in
cardiac structure or function. The ductus arteriosus was totally closed in all but two
babies, were it was nearly closed and of no hemodynamic significance.
Doppler recordings of MV-Ao, SVC-Ao and MV were performed as previously
described in section 2.5. An adjustment to possible insonation angles in the newborn
was done as recordings were obtained at two different locations. Briefly, pulsed wave
Doppler recordings were made with the transducer in an apical position corresponding
to the previous described technique for MV-Ao and MV in the fetal 4-chamber view.
The second recording was obtained from a slightly rotated sagittal, subcostal view with
the ascending aorta anterior to the SVC in a longitudinal axis, resulting in a view
corresponding to the longitudinal 3-vessel view in the fetus, from which SVC-Ao was
recorded.
A precordial ECG registration was performed using the ECG of the ultrasound system.
Both Doppler and precordial ECG tracings were simultaneously recorded on the
ultrasound machine, with a sweep speed of 100 mm/s, and stored digitally for later
analysis. Tracings and measurements are defined in figure 5.1.
All AV time intervals were estimated as described in section 2.5. All measurements
were performed using the leading edge principle.
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Figure 4.1. Doppler velocity records and ECG tracings.

(a)

(b)

To the left, (a), a recording from the mitral valve (upward) and aortic outflow (downward). AV time
interval was measured from the intersection of the mitral E and A wave (A) to the onset of the aortic
ejection wave (V, second line) for the MV-Ao method, or to the closure of the mitral valve (V, first line)
for the MV approach. A recording from the SVC (upward) and aorta (downward) is illustrated on the
right (1b). AV time interval was measured from the beginning of the retrograde venous a wave (A) to the
beginning of the aortic ejection wave (V). The PR intervals were measured from the onset of the p-wave
(P) to the beginning of the QRS-complex on the ECG.

ECG tracings were used to assess the PR interval as well as the time of a complete
cardiac cycle, the RR interval. The ECG was also used to quantify the time delay from
the start of the PR interval to the start of the AV interval on the Doppler tracings (PAdelay), as well as the time delay between their respective endings (RV-delay). All time
intervals were measured on three cardiac cycles and averaged.
To evaluate the agreement between observers with the different Doppler approaches, a
second qualified pediatric cardiologist independently selected complexes for analysis
and repeated all AV time interval measurements.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using the computer package
Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK). The Shapiro-Wilk’s test was used to verify
normality. Relationships between AV-time intervals on Doppler tracings and the PRinterval on ECG tracings were investigated by using linear regression and the F-test. To
assess the agreement between these time intervals we used plots, as suggested by Bland
and Altman 95, 96, and the t-test for dependent samples. To test the agreement between
measurements made by two independent observers a one-way ANOVA was used to
estimate the various components of variance required to calculate the within subjects
coefficients of variation and repeatability, as well as the intraclass correlation
coefficient 92, 94. The level of significance was set at p<0.05.
4.2

PAPER II

To investigate if fetuses with prolonged atrioventricular (AV) time intervals, after
exposition to maternal anti-SSA/Ro, also had prolongation of the isovolumetric
contraction time (ICT), a cohort of fetuses at risk of CHB and prospectively followed
according to our protocol of surveillance were identified.
Subjects. From December 1999 through March 2007, 62 pregnant anti-Ro52 positive
women were identified from our protocol for surveillance of pregnancies at risk for
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fetal CHB. In all, 78 fetuses were followed weekly with echocardiographic
examinations between 18 and 24 weeks of gestation.
Controls. Fetal echocardiographic studies from 106 healthy women, with a family
history of cardiac malformation and a normal pregnancy, were used to establish a
normal reference range for ICT. Gestational age had been determined by ultrasound
biometry before 18 weeks of gestation in both patients and controls.
All women gave informed consent to participate and the study was approved by the
Ethics Committee at Karolinska University Hospital.
Echocardiographic studies. All echocardiographic studies were made using an
Acuson Sequoia ultrasound system with a 6C2 transducer (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Ultrasound Division, Mountain View, CA, USA).
After performing a structural cardiac examination, AV time intervals were measured,
using the three Doppler methods as outlined in section 2.5. The difference between
MV-Ao and MV, the ICT (Figure 4.2), was calculated by subtraction.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using the computer package
Statistica 7.1 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA). For statistical purposes each fetus was
represented by only one observation constructed from the average of the two
examinations where the highest MV-Ao time interval measurements were observed.
Variables with a skewness and kurtosis within ± 1.0 were accepted as normally
distributed. Relationships between the different AV time intervals as well as heart rate
(HR) were investigated by using linear regression with the F-test and plots as suggested
by Bland and Altman 95, 96.

Figure 4.2 Doppler recordings from three fetuses with 1:1 atrioventricular conduction (a-c) and a fourth
with 2:1 second degree atrioventricular block (d). In panel (a) it is also demonstrated how the
atrioventricular (AV) time interval was measured from the intersection of the mitral E- and A-waves (line
A) to the onset of the aortic ejection wave (V, second line) for the MV-Ao method or to the closure of the
mitral valve (V, first line) for the MV approach. Isovolumetric contraction time (ICT) was calculated as
the difference between these to measurements. Note the normal ICT in case (a) and the prolonged
intervals present in the other three cases. E, early diastolic filling; A, left ventricular filling during atrial
contraction; Ao, systolic outflow through the aortic valve.
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All fetuses were also divided into three groups (≤ 95%, > 95-99%, > 99%) depending
on how their two highest MV-Ao time measurements compared to a 95 and 99%
reference range, based on two hundred eighty-four women with normal pregnancies 20,
82
. To compare groups we used one-way ANOVA. A p-value < 0.05 was considered
significant.
4.3

PAPER III

In paper III the diagnostic precision of the three proposed and described Doppler
methods was investigated in the same cohort of fetuses, exposed to maternal antiSSA/Ro antibodies, used in paper II, although extended.
Subjects. From December 1999 through March 2008, we prospectively followed 95
fetuses (94 pregnancies) in 73 anti-SSA/Ro antibody positive women at risk for fetal
CHB, at our tertiary referral centre of fetal cardiology. All women but eight (10
pregnancies) could also be confirmed as anti-SSA/Ro52 positive, when analysed by
ELISA and Western blot.
Predictors and outcome. The pregnancies were examined weekly with fetal
echocardiograms between 18 and 24 weeks of gestation. The studied predictors were
three different Doppler derived AV time intervals and outcome was postnatal ECG
within the first days after birth. In case of any degree of AV block a second ECG was
performed at 1 month of age.
Echocardiographic studies. All fetal echocardiographic studies and analyses were
performed at our fetal cardiology unit using a Sequoia ultrasound system with a 6C2
transducer (Siemens Medical Solutions, Ultrasound Division, Mountain View, CA,
USA). After performing a structural cardiac examination, AV time intervals were
measured from MV-Ao, MV and SVC-Ao recordings as outlined in section 2.5.
Controls. Fetal echocardiographic studies from 102 healthy women referred at 17 to 25
gestational weeks, with a family history of cardiac malformation and an otherwise
normal pregnancy, were used to establish normal reference values for the MV method.
Each pregnancy was used only once in a cross sectional way. Gestational age had been
determined by ultrasound biometry before 18 weeks of gestation in both patients and
controls. Two hundred eighty four normal pregnancies, previously described, served as
controls for the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao methods 82.
Statistical analysis and definitions. Statistical analyses were performed using the
computer packages Statistica 8.0 (Stat Soft, Tulsa, OK, USA) and Sigma Plot 11
(Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA). Linear regression and the F-test were used to
analyse and construct reference values from the MV time intervals obtained from
controls. All regression models were checked for normal distribution, linearity and
homoscedasticity.
All original AV time intervals observed in patients were categorized in respect to 95%
and 99% reference ranges by plotting. Fetal first-degree AV block was assigned when
there were two consecutive examinations with AV time interval measurements
exceeding our 95% or 99% normal reference range.
In the postnatal ECG, a PR interval exceeding the 98th percentile of previous published
reference values 104 was considered abnormal and defined as first-degree AV block.
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For analysis of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value (PPV and
NPV), positive and negative likelihood ratio (LR+ and LR-) with their 95% confidence
intervals, we used the VassarStats Clinical Research Calculator 1 105. For statistical
purposes each fetus was represented by only one observation with each method,
constructed from the average of the two examinations where the highest consecutive
AV time interval measurements were observed. To compare groups we used unpaired
t-test or, in variables shown not to fit a normal distribution, Mann-Whitney U-test. To
further analyse the precision of different Doppler methods in predicting an abnormal
newborn ECG, ROC curves were constructed and analysed using the DeLong, DeLong
and Clarke-Pearson method for paired data. A p-value < 0.05 was considered
significant.
All women gave informed consent to participate and the study was approved by the
Ethics Committee at Karolinska University Hospital.
4.4

PAPER IV

Subjects. In this single centre, descriptive, cross sectional study, a cohort of children
fetally exposed to maternal anti-SSA/Ro autoantibodies were identified from our local
database for fetal echocardiographies. From December 1999 through December 2007,
83 fetuses (82 pregnancies) in 63 anti-SSA/Ro autoantibody positive women followed
our protocol for surveillance of pregnancies at risk of CHB with weekly fetal
echocardiographies during 18 to 24 gestational weeks, with the postnatal ECG outcome
documented during the first week.
With the exception of 5 families not living within our region, one case with an
umbilical cord complication resulting in intrauterine death and 2 cases of CAVB, all
families going through our fetal surveillance protocol were informed by mail and
invited to let their child participate in the present follow-up study. Parents declined
participation in 18 cases. In the remaining 57 cases, parents gave informed consent to
participate.
The cohort was divided in two groups, to compare children with prenatal signs of
1°AVB (group A) and normal findings (group B).
Study protocol. The study protocol included basic data as age, gender, weight, length,
body surface area (BSA) as well as clinical history for heart related symptoms, physical
examination, echocardiographic studies, ECG at rest and a 24-hour ECG. The results of
the protocol were documented within our digital medical record system for later
analysis.
Outcome. The outcome variable was defined as difference between groups for each
studied variable. In addition, individual observations were compared to published
reference data.
Prenatal studies. Our prenatal protocol of weekly fetal echocardiographies from 18 to
24 weeks of gestation has been described in detail in section 2.5. For comparison with
the PR interval in ECG, all fetal AV time measurements were categorized in respect to
95% and 99% reference ranges by plotting, and considered abnormal if exceeding their
respective cut of limits at two consecutive examinations. Reported individual AV time
intervals were constructed by averaging the two highest measurements. For all other
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analyses, the MV-Ao time interval with a 95% reference range was used to assign cases
to the group with prenatal signs of 1°AVB (group A) or normal recordings (group B).
ECG. A standard 12 lead ECG was recorded at follow up with a complete analysis by a
single investigator (GB) including heart rate (HR), PR, QRS and QTc intervals (using
Bazett’s formula). Obtained data was compared to published pediatric age related
reference values, defining the 98th percentile as the upper normal limit106.
24-hour Holter ECG. A 24-hour ECG was recorded and stored digitally for later
analysis by a single investigator (HE). Records were thoroughly analysed for signs of
sinus bradycardia, AVB and other types of arrhythmias. HR was analysed by defining
its 24-hour mean, standard deviation, range and maximum RR interval. To standardise
measurements of AV conduction, PR intervals were measured during a period where
the HR matched the average over the whole 24-hour period.
Postnatal echocardiographic studies. All echocardiographic studies were performed
using a Sequoia ultrasound system with 4V2 and 8V5 transducers and digitally stored
for later analysis using the syngo Dynamics (Siemens Healthcare, Ultrasound Division,
Mountain View, CA, USA).
A complete pediatric sequential echocardiographic study ruling out structural
abnormalities was performed. Systolic left ventricular function was studied by Mmode, as described by Lester et al 107. Diastolic function was studied using mitral flow
velocity recordings, obtained by pulsed-wave Doppler, placing the sample volume
between the tips of the mitral leaflets. Maximum early filling (peak E) and active filling
velocity (peak A), as well as deceleration time of the E wave (DT), were measured and
E/A ratio calculated as previously described 108. The myocardial performance index
(MPI), assessing combined systolic and diastolic function of the left ventricle, was
obtained as described by Eidem et al 109. For this purpose, isovolumetric contraction
time (IVCT), isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) and ejection time of the left
ventricular outflow (ET) were extracted from recordings of mitral valve inflow and left
ventricular outflow profiles. The myocardial performance index was calculated as the
sum of IVCT and IVRT divided by the ET; MPI=(IVCT+IVRT)/ET.
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI), for evaluation of combined longitudinal systolic and
diastolic function of left ventricle, was performed from 2 sample sites: the lateral mitral
valve annulus and the basal ventricular septum. From each site a total of 6 TDI-derived
parameters were measured including peak E’, A’ and S velocities, IVCT’, IVRT’, ET’
as defined and described by Cui et al 110. A TDI-derived myocardial index (MPI’) from
each site was calculated as described above as well as corrected IVCT’ and IVRT’ by
dividing IVCT’ and IVRT’ by the square root of the R-R interval.
In all Doppler registrations the 4 chamber view was used and care was taken to align
the angle of insonation within 30° for all records. All M-mode, flow velocity and tissue
Doppler tracings were recorded at a sweep speed of 100 mm/s. In all measurements the
average of 3 recorded complexes was used. Angel correction and respiratory gaiting
were not used.
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Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed using the computer packages
Statistica 8.0 (Stat Soft, Tulsa, OK, USA) and Sigma Plot 11 (Systat Software, San
Jose, CA, USA). To compare groups we used Pearson Chi square test for categorical
data and Mann-Whitney U-test for numeric, continuous data. Multivariate linear
regression was used to analyse correlations between studied parameters and all models
were checked for linearity, normal distribution and homoscedasticity. For analysis of
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value (PPV and NPV), positive
and negative likelihood ratio (LR+ and LR-) with their 95% confidence intervals, we
used the VassarStats Clinical Research Calculator 1 105. A p-value < 0.05 was
considered significant.
All parents gave informed consent to participate and the study was approved by the
Ethics Committee at Karolinska University Hospital.
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5 RESULTS
5.1

RESULTS PAPER I

Subjects. Twenty-two newborn healthy infants with a birth weight of 3332 (21904255) g (mean and range), born term with an uneventful perinatal history, were studied
at an age of 2.9 (1-7) days. Simultaneous Doppler and ECG tracings were obtained in
all 22 infants, except for one where breathing and body movements made it impossible
to get an acceptable recording from the mitral valve and aortic outflow.
Doppler and ECG measurements. Highly significant positive linear correlations
between AV time intervals and the electrocardiographic PR interval were found for all
three Doppler techniques. These relationships are illustrated together with their 95%
confidence limits for individual observations in Figure 5.1.1. Interestingly, the best
linear fit was obtained for the novel MV approach (r=0.92, Sy/x=3.8 ms) compared to
the MV-Ao (r=0.82, Sy/x=7.4 ms) or SVC-Ao approach (r=0.85, Sy/x=6.8 ms), showing
similar results in this respect.
A systematic overestimation of the PR interval with the MV-Ao (+32±7.7 ms
(mean±SD), p<0.001) and SVC-Ao approach (+22±7.0 ms, p<0.001) was already
noted in Figure 5.1.1, but more clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.1.2. In these plots
(Figure 5.1.2 a and c), of the difference against the mean value of the corresponding
AV and PR intervals, this systematic overestimation or bias is illustrated with its 95%
limits of agreement (mean±2SD), as linear regression could not demonstrate any
change of the differences with the average value of the two measurements. Time
intervals obtained with the novel MV approach, however, did not show the same
systematic overestimation. On the other hand, there was a trend to get shorter AV
time intervals, relative to PR intervals, when time intervals increased. This trend in
the bias is illustrated in Figure 3b with its linear regression (y=30-0.36x, Sy/x=4.6 ms,
r=0.66, p<0.005) and its 95% confidence limits for individual observations, which
could be expected to be a better estimate of the limits of agreement in this situation.

Figure 5.1.1. Linear regressions between AV time measurements and the PR interval. On the left data
obtained with the MV-Ao method (y=52+0.79x, Sy/x=7.4, r=0.82, p<0.001), in the middle with the MV
(y=30+0.64x, Sy/x=3.8, r=0.92, p<0.001), and to the right with the SVC-Ao approach (y=36+0.85x,
Sy/x=6.8, r=0.85, p<0.001). Lines denote regressions and 95% confidence limits for individual
observations.
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Figure 5.1.2. The difference between AV time measurements and the PR interval plotted against the
average of the two corresponding measurements. Data obtained with the MV-Ao (left) and SVC-Ao
approach (right) are illustrated with 95% limits of agreement (mean±2SD). For the MV method showing
a trend to get lower AV time intervals, relative to PR intervals, when time intervals increased linear
regression with 95% confidence limits for individual observations are also shown.

No linear relationships were found between AV time or PR intervals, on one hand,
and RR intervals, on the other hand.
When directly compared, AV time intervals obtained with the MV-Ao approach were
significantly longer than those recorded from the SVC-Ao, which in turn, were
significantly longer than those from the MV (Table 5.1.1). We also found that the
electro-hemodynamic delay from the start of the PR interval to the start of the AV
interval (PA-delay) was approximately 13 ms shorter for the MV-Ao compared to the
SVC-Ao approach. Thus, the acceleration of mitral inflow to the left ventricle (A-wave)
precedes the reversal of flow (a-wave) in the SVC, explaining why MV-Ao time
intervals were systematically longer than those from the SVC-Ao.
Results of analysing the agreement between time measurements made by two observers
are presented in Table 5.1.2. There was a small (2.3±2.5 ms, p<0.01) but significant
difference between investigators for the MV-Ao approach. Otherwise no systematic
differences were demonstrated. The interobserver variability was low for all

Table 5.1.1. AV time interval measurements from Doppler tracings and ECG.

MV-Ao

PR interval

RR interval

PA-delay

AV time

ICT

RV-delay

95±13.2

526±61.5

39±6.4

127±12.7

35±6.0

70±6.7

92±9.4§

MV
SVC-Ao

96±13.0

545±72.7

52±9.6*

118±12.9*

72±7.3

PR and RR intervals were measured on the ECG and AV time intervals on the Doppler tracing. PA and
RV delay is time the interval from the start of the PR intervals to the onset of the AV interval, as well as
the time delay between their respective endings. ICT denotes the isovolumetric contraction time. All
numbers are in milliseconds. * p<0.001 (MV-Ao vs. SVC-Ao), § p<0.001 (SVC-Ao vs. MV).
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Table 5.1.2. Agreement between AV time measurements made by two observers.
Mean±SD

ICC

CV

r

ΔMV-Ao

2.3±2.5 ms*

0.96

2.0 %

7.0 ms

ΔMV

0.0±2.0 ms

0.95

2.2 %

5.7 ms

ΔSVC-Ao

-0.5±2.9 ms

0.95

2.5 %

8.1 ms

ICC, intra class correlation coefficient; CV, coefficient of variation; r, repeatability coefficient and ms,
milliseconds. *p<0.01.

three methods, both when analysed against other sources of variation (ICC 0.95-0.96)
as well as against the mean value of the observations (CV 2.0-2.5%). The repeatability
coefficients, estimating the maximum differences likely to occur in 95% of repeated
measurements also suggested a good agreement between observers.
5.2

RESULTS PAPER II

Maternal characteristics. From December 1999 through March 2007, 62 anti-SSA/Ro
positive women with a mean ± 1 SD age of 31.0 ± 4.1 years were recruited. Fifteen
women had Sjögren’s syndrome (SS), 31 had systemic lupus erythematosus (4 with
secondary SS), 7 had rheumatoid arthritis, 7 had undifferentiated autoimmune
syndrome, and 2 were asymptomatic. All women were anti-Ro positive, but six of the
62 women studied (8 singleton pregnancies) could at follow up not be confirmed as
anti-Ro52 positive, when analysed by ELISA and Western blot. Fifteen women were
studied during two subsequent pregnancies and there was another mother with twins. In
all, 78 fetuses were followed weekly with echocardiographic examinations between 18
and 24 weeks of gestation
Fetal characteristics. In all, 78 fetuses were followed weekly with echocardiographic
examinations between 18 and 24 weeks of gestation. All fetuses had structurally normal
hearts of normal size, without any obvious myocardial thickening or localized
echodensities.
AV time intervals and ICT. Four hundred and forty-eight fetal echocardiographic
studies, originally performed to follow our 78 fetuses at risk for CHB with MV-Ao and
SVC- Ao time intervals, could be retrieved to also analyse the MV time interval and the
ICT. Recordings from the mitral valve-aortic outflow with 1:1 AV conduction, and
enough information to measure the MV time interval and calculate the ICT, were
present in 397 examinations. By plotting these original observations, a clear trend for
ICT to increase with longer MV-Ao and SVC-Ao time intervals was demonstrated
(Figure 5.2.1). The plots also suggested that the longer time intervals were exclusively
observed in pregnancies of anti-Ro52 positive women.
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Figure 5.2.1. The isovolumetric contraction time (ICT) plotted against MV-Ao and SVC-Ao
atrioventricular time intervals. Filled circles represent original observations made during anti-Ro52
positive pregnancies and open circles those made in fetuses exposed to anti-Ro, but not anti-Ro52
antibodies.

As expected from this preliminary analysis, a significant positive relationship with
excellent correlation could be demonstrated between ICT and MV-Ao time intervals (y
= -56 + 0.73x, Sy/x = 3.7 ms, r = 0.91, p < 0.001) when each fetus was represented by
only one observation (Figure 5.2.2 A). This relationship was even stronger than the
linear regression between MV and MV-Ao time intervals (y = 56 + 0.27x, Sy/x = 3.7 ms,
r = 0.62, p < 0.001) illustrated in the same figure.
By plotting the ICT, i. e. the difference between individual MV and MV-Ao time
interval observations, against their average as suggested by Bland and Altman (18), it
became even more evident that an increase of ICT was an important contributor to the
prolongation of AV time intervals seen in some of our anti-Ro52 antibody exposed
fetuses (Figure 5.2.2 b). The same observation was made when ICT was correlated to
SVC-Ao time intervals (y = -38 + 0.61x, Sy/x = 4.6 ms, r = 0.85, p < 0.001) recorded at
the

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2.2 Linear regressions between the isovolumetric contraction time (ICT; r = 0.91, p < 0.001)
(circles) and MV time (r = 0.62, p < 0.001) (triangles), on one hand, and MV-Ao time intervals, on the
other hand, in the panel to the left. To the right the difference between MV-Ao and MV time intervals, i.
e. the ICT, is plotted against their average (y = -66 + 0.94x, Sy/x = 5.6 ms, r = 0.76, p < 0.001). Solid lines
denote regression and 95% confidence limits for individual observations. Dotted line shows limits of
agreement (mean ± 2 SD). Filled symbols represent anti-Ro52 positive pregnancies and open symbols
fetuses exposed to anti-Ro, but not anti-Ro52 antibodies.
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Figure 5.2.3. The isovolumetric contraction time (ICT) plotted against the SVC-Ao time interval and the
heart rate (HR). Solid lines denote regression (r = 0.85, p < 0.001) and 95% confidence limits for
individual observations. Symbols as in Figure 3.

same examination (Figure 5.2.3, left panel). No linear correlation could, however, be
found between ICT and heart rate, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2.3, right panel.
Fifty-six fetuses had an MV-Ao time interval within our 95% reference range for
normal pregnancies, seven fetuses a time interval in the 95 to 99% range, and 15
exceeded the 99% range (Table 5.2.1). Compared to fetuses within the 95% range, the
ICT was longer in fetuses in the 95-99% as well as the > 99% range. The ICT values
measured on recordings from fetuses in the ≤ 95% range (33 ± 5.1 ms) were not
different from the reference values obtained from our 106 normal pregnancies (31 ± 4.5
ms), but in both other groups they were significantly higher (p < 0.001). MV time
intervals observed in fetuses exceeding the 99% range, but not those recorded from
fetuses in the 95-99% range, were higher than in babies within the 95% range. We
could not demonstrate any differences in heart rate or gestational age between the
groups.

Table 5.2.1. Isovolumetric contration time (ICT), atrioventricular (AV) time intervals, heart rate (HR)
and gestational age (GA) in anti-Ro antibody exposed fetuses. The seventy-eight included fetuses are
divided in three groups, according to how their two highest MV-Ao AV time measurements compared to
a 95 and 99% normal reference range.
MV-Ao
≤ 95%
>95 to
99%
>99%

MV-Ao (ms)

N

GA (weeks)

ICT (ms)

MV (ms)

SVC-Ao (ms)

HR (bpm)

122±6.35

56

21.6±1.6

33±5.1

90±4.2

116±7.1

144±6.2

135±3.5

7

22.1±1.5

43±5.5*

92±3.4

129±5.4*

141±2.1

144±6.1

15

22.6±2.8

49±6.2*#

95±4.5*

140±7.2*§

141±7.1

Values are mean ± 1 SD. MV-Ao and MV, AV time intervals measured on Doppler recordings showing
diastolic filling through the mitral valve and left ventricular systolic ejection to the aorta; SVC-Ao, AV
time intervals measured on recordings from the superior vena cava and aorta; ms, milliseconds; bpm,
beats per minute.
* p < 0.001 (vs. ≤ 95%), § p< 0.005 (vs. > 95-99%), # p < 0.05 (vs. > 95-99%).
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Figure 5.2.4. Left panel: The isovolumetric contraction time (ICT) plotted against the MV-Ao time
interval. Unfilled circles denote 106 controls and filled circles 78 anti-Ro antibody exposed fetuses. Solid
lines represent regression (r = 0.91, p < 0.001) and 95% confidence limits for the antibody exposed
fetuses. Right panel: ICT values for controls, anti-Ro positive/anti-Ro52 negative and anti-Ro
positive/anti Ro52 positive pregnancies. Boxes denote the median with the 25th and 75th percentiles, error
bars the 10th and 90th percentiles and symbols the outliers.

The eight fetuses of anti-Ro positive but anti-Ro52 negative mothers had MV-Ao time
interval measurements within our normal reference range, and an ICT (30 ± 3.9 ms)
that did not deviate from the values found in the 106 normal pregnancies. The seventy
anti-Ro52 antibody exposed fetuses had an ICT (37 ± 8.7 ms) that was significantly
longer than found in anti-Ro52 negative (p < 0.01) and normal (p < 0.005) pregnancies.
When extending this analysis by plotting data from all these 184 fetuses into the same
graph, we observed that our measurements made on normal pregnancy fetuses closely
followed the relationship between ICT and MV-Ao time intervals found in anti-Ro
antibody exposed fetuses (Figure 5). Not surprisingly, a positive linear relationship
between ICT and MV-Ao time intervals (y = -37 + 0.59x, Sy/x = 2.5 ms, r = 0.83, p <
0.001) could also be demonstrated in our normal control fetuses.
5.3

RESULTS PAPER III

Patients. A total of 95 fetuses at risk for fetal CHB were originally enrolled in the
study. For evaluation of the diagnostic precision of first-degree AV block, 87 cases met
the criteria of at least 2 fetal echocardiograms and an ECG recorded within one week of
birth. This evaluation was based on 548 fetal echocardiograms, with a median number
of 6 examinations during the period of 18 to 24 gestational weeks. The exclusions
consisted of two cases that developed third-degree AV block, one case of intrauterine
fetal death as a result of an umbilical cord complication and five cases with missing
neonatal ECG.
Controls. As controls for MV time intervals a total of 102 singleton pregnancies in
healthy women were studied during the period of 17 to 25 gestational weeks. All
fetuses were found to have a normal heart structure and normal myocardial function. A
positive relationship could be demonstrated between MV time interval and gestational
age (y = 79.75 + 0.42x, r = 0.25, p <0.01). No correlation was found between MV time
interval and heart rate.
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Figure 5.3.1. Outcome of the protocol for early detection of CHB in 95 anti-SSA/Ro positive pregnant
women. The flowchart is based on the fetal finding and the clinical course within that group with
outcome at birth and at 1 month. Fetal AV time intervals are grouped according to a 95 or 99 % reference
range. (NSR; Normal sinus rhythm. NA; ECG not available at follow up). *One case of intrauterine fetal
death in this group.

Prenatal conduction abnormalities. The overall incidence and outcome of conduction
abnormalities in the 95 fetuses of anti-SSA/Ro positive mothers as defined by the MVAo method is summarized in Figure 5.3.1.
Twenty-eight of 85 anti-SSA/Ro52 exposed fetuses demonstrated signs of abnormal
AV conduction with the definition of a prolonged AV time interval set at a 95%
reference range. Two fetuses developed third-degree AV block, one with a documented
preceding prolonged AV time interval. Another two fetuses developed second-degree
AV block and reverted during transplacental betamethasone treatment to first-degree
AV block confirmed at birth. In one of these four cases (the second case of second
degree AV block), there was a previous child with CCHB. In addition there were ten
newborns with first-degree AV block in the neonatal ECG. All, but one, were
prenatally identified by having MV-Ao and SVC-Ao time intervals exceeding our 95%
reference range at two consecutive examinations. The remaining case, with a borderline
PR interval of 120 ms at a heart rate of 135 beats per minute at 2 days of age, had
prenatal AV time intervals within our 95% reference range for all three Doppler
methods. All twelve had a normal ECG at one month of age. None of the 10 fetuses of
the anti-SSA/Ro52 negative women developed signs of conduction abnormality or
endomyocarditis and in all but one case of intrauterine fetal death due to an umbilical
cord complication, neonatal ECG confirmed a normal outcome.
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Table 5.3.1. Fetal Doppler atrioventricular (AV) time intervals recorded during 18-24 weeks of
pregnancy classified by PR interval on postnatal electrocardiogram (ECG).

ECG - Heart rate (bpm)
ECG - PR interval (ms)
MV interval (ms)
MV-Ao interval (ms)
SVC-Ao interval (ms)

Normal ECG
N=75
127±21.5
100 [81-117]
91±3.6
127±9.3
122±9.8

AVB I
N=12
135±20.4
126 [120-149]
95±5.0
142±11.2
139±11.5

ns
p < 0.001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.0001

Values are mean ± 1 SD or median [5th and 95th percentiles]. MV and MV-Ao are AV time intervals
measured on Doppler recordings showing diastolic filling through the mitral valve (MV) and left
ventricular systolic ejection to the aorta (Ao). SVC-Ao are AV time intervals measured on recordings
from the superior vena cava (SVC) and aorta.

Diagnostic precision. Newborns with first-degree AV block in postnatal ECG had
significantly longer mid-trimester AV time intervals, as observed using all three
Doppler methods, than those with a normal sinus rhythm (Table 5.3.1). In accordance,
receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis demonstrated that all three Doppler methods
had a significant accuracy to predict an abnormal postnatal ECG (Figure 5.3.2). The
best diagnostic precision was obtained with the SVC-Ao and MV-Ao methods, with an
area under the curve (AUC) of 0.89 [0.74-1.03] (mean and 95% CI) and 0.87 [0.711.02], respectively. The AUC for the MV measurements tended to be lower 0.74 [0.550.93], but ROC curve area comparison did not reach statistical significance.
Statistically optimal combinations of sensitivity and specificity correlated to thresholds
for MV, MV-Ao and SVC-Ao of 95, 134-138 and 132-138 ms.

Figure 5.3.2. Receiver operating curves for MV (AUC 0.74, p<0.01), MV-Ao (AUC 0.87, p<0.001) and
SVC-Ao time intervals (AUC 0.89, p<0.001). Note the time interval closest to the upper left corner,
representing the optimal combination of sensitivity and specificity.
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25.0[6.7-57.2]

91.7[59.8-99.6]

75.0[42.8-93.3]

91.7[59.8-99.6]

83.3[50.9-97.1]

MV, 99%

MV-Ao, 95%

MV-Ao, 99%

SVC-Ao, 95%

SVC-Ao, 99%

[95% CI]

[95% CI]

90.7[81.1-95.8]

84.0[73.3-91.1]

88.0[78.0-94.0]

80.0[68.9-88.0]

96.0[88.0-99.0]

58.9 [33.4-80.6] 97.1 [89.1-99.5]

47.8 [27.4-68.9] 98.4 [90.5-99.9]

50.0 [26.8-73.2] 95.7 [87.0-98.9]

42.3 [24.0-32.8] 98.4 [90.0-99.9]

50.0 [13.9-86.1] 88.9 [79.5-94.5]

92.0 [82.8-96.7] 50.0 [22.3-77.7] 92.0 [82.8-96.7]

[95% CI]

8.9 [4.2-18.9]

5.7 [3.3-9.9]

6.3 [3.1-12.5]

4.5 [2.8-7.4]

6.2 [1.4-27.4]

6.3 [2.4-16.2]

[95% CI]

0.18 [0.05-0.65]

0.10 [0.02-0.65]

0.28 [0.11-0.76]

0.10 [0.02-0.68]

0.78 [0.56-1.09]

0.54 [0.31-0.96]

[95% CI]

PPV; positive predictive value, NPV; negative predictive value, LR+; positive likelihood ratio, LR-; negative likelihood ratio, MV; Doppler
method using the left ventricle inflow, excluding ICT), Mv-Ao; As MV, but including ICT, SVC; Doppler method using the volumetric flow in
the superior caval vein and aorta, including ICT. CI; confidence interval

50.0[22.3-77.7]

[95% CI]

MV, 95%

Method, cut off

Table 5.3.2. Diagnostic precision of fetal Doppler AV time measurements to predict an abnormal postnatal ECG when using 95 and 99 percent
reference ranges.
Sensitivity %,
Specificity %,
PPV %,
NPV %,
LR+
LR-

The diagnostic precision of the Doppler methods when categorized by plotting all
original observations against their respective reference charts is summarized in Table
5.3.2. The pre-test likelihood (prevalence) of first-degree AV block at birth was 13.8%
[7.6-23.2]. Best sensitivity 91.7% [59.8-99.6] were seen using the MV-Ao or SVC-Ao
method with a 95% reference range. The only case not identified by these methods was
the one with borderline ECG discussed above, indicating that both methods were
excellent in excluding conduction disturbances in the case of a normal AV time
measurement with this definition (NPV and LR- were 98.4% and 0.10 respectively).
However, with this definition the PPV was low in both SVC-Ao and MV-Ao; 47.8%
[27.4-68.9] and 42.3% [24.0-32.8] respectively. There was a non significant trend
towards better PPV and LR+ for the SVC-Ao method.
By using a 99% normal reference range, resulting in a reduction of sensitivity, the
best observed PPV and LR+ for any single Doppler method was found for SVC-Ao;
58.9% [33.4-80.6] and 8.9 [4.2-18.9] respectively. These values were somewhat higher
than the corresponding values for the MV-Ao method, although the difference was not
statistically significant. A low sensitivity (50.0% [22.3-77.7]) was found for the MV
method already at a 95% reference range, without any obvious improvement in PPV or
LR+ compared to the other methods.
Upper limits of MV-Ao and SVC-Ao time interval reference ranges tended to be
slightly lower than optimal thresholds for detection of an abnormal ECG, as established
by the ROC curve analysis (Figure 5.3.3). For the MV method the reverse relationship
seemed to be present. Notably, these plots also illustrate the high sensitivity and NPV
of the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao methods when used with a 95% reference range, detecting
all but the previously described fetus with a borderline PR interval in postnatal ECG.

Figure 5.3.3. Doppler AV time measurements categorized by ECG after birth. From left to right
recordings made with the MV, MV-Ao and SVC-Ao method. Each fetus is represented by one
observation. Filled symbols denote those with normal sinus rhythm (NSR) and unfilled symbols those
with first-degree AV block (AVB I). Dashed lines denote the optimal upper reference value from the
ROC curve analysis, and shaded areas the upper limits of our 95 and 99% reference ranges. ms =
milliseconds.
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5.4

RESULTS PAPER IV

Subjects. A total of 83 fetuses (82 pregnancies) in 63 anti-SSA/Ro autoantibody
positive women followed our prenatal protocol during the study period. Out of this
group, 57 children, born May 2000 to May 2008, were included and grouped in respect
to presence or absence of prenatal signs of 1°AVB. There were 16 children with
prenatal signs of 1°AVB and 9 of these were confirmed in ECG at birth, all of which
were normal 1 month later. Two of these had a fetal history of 2°AVB, reverted to
1°AVB after transplacental treatment with betamethasone. In comparison, there were
41 children in the group with normal prenatal findings, of which only one had a
transient border line PR interval in ECG as newborn. There were no differences
between groups in respect to gender, age, weight and height at follow up (Table 5.4.1).
Mean age (min-max) at follow up was 46 (9-96) months in group A and 44 (13-88)
months in group B.
In total, 26/83 fetuses followed with echocardiographic surveillance were not
participating in the present study. Besides the two cases of CAVB, 5 of these 26 cases
showed prenatal signs of 1°AVB of which 3 were still present in ECG at birth.
Clinical history and physical examination. No child presented with symptoms or
signs of cardiac disease at follow up. Two children with previous signs of prolonged
AV time interval had a history of a rash assessed as part of a neonatal lupus syndrome,
both diagnosed to have 1°AVB at follow up.

Table 5.4.1. Demographic data of the study population by group.
Group A
N=16

Group B
N=41

7 (12.3)

19 (33.3)

Female, N (%)

9 (15.8)

22 (38,6.5)

n.s.

Age, Mean (range), month

46 (9-96)

44 (13-88)

n.s.
n.s.

Male, N (%)

p-level

Weight, Mean (range), kg

17.8 (9.0-38.5)

16.5 (10.0-27.0)

Length, Mean (range), m

100,8 (72.0-140.5)

98.7 (72.0-128.0)

n.s.

BSA, Mean (range), m2

0.70 (0.42-1.23)

0.67 (0.45-0.98)

n.s.

Heart rate, Mean±SD
105±28
105±19
Group A; Prenatally prolonged AV time interval as defined in the Method section.
Group B; Prenatally normal AV time interval.
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n.s.

Table 5.4.2. PR intervals (in milliseconds) on ECG at follow up in cases with abnormal and normal
prenatal AV time intervals defined by different methods and cut of limits.
Method, cut off

MV-Ao, 95%
MV-Ao, 99%
SVC-Ao, 95%
SVC-Ao, 99%

Abnormal

Normal

p-level

140±24
142±25
138±24
145±22

121±13
121±13
121±13
121±14

p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.05
p < 0.001

Values are mean ± SD. Method and cut off; AV time intervals obtained using simultaneously recorded
Doppler profiles of left ventricular in- and outflow (MV-Ao) and of superior caval vein and ascending
aorta (SVC-Ao) together with 95 and 99% reference ranges.

ECG. Irrespective of Doppler method and cut of limits used, children with a prenatal
history of AV time prolongation had longer PR intervals in ECG compared to those
with normal AV time intervals during the second trimester (Table 5.4.2). In respect to
HR, QRS, and QTc intervals there were no difference between the groups, as
summarised in Table 5.4.3.
All but six children had all ECG measurements within normal age limits 106.
These 6 children had 1°AVB, indicating an estimated prevalence of 10.5 % (95 %
confidence interval; 4.4-22.2%) within our cohort. All six had prenatal prolongation of
AV time intervals exceeding our 99% reference range for both the MV-Ao and SVCAo Doppler methods as illustrated in figure 5.4.1. Three of these had an abnormal ECG
at birth that normalised within 1 month of age. In addition, figure 5.4.1 illustrates that
another 7-8 fetuses had AV time intervals with the same degree of abnormality without
any 1°AVB at follow up. Defining an abnormal AV time interval by the MV-Ao
method with a 95% reference range, predicted 1°AVB at follow up with a sensitivity of
100 % (51.7-100), PPV 37.5% (16.3-64.1), NPV 100% (89.3-100) and LR+ 5.1 (2.98.9).

Figure 5.4.1. Prenatal AV time intervals, measured by the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler methods
against PR intervals at follow up. Triangles denote individuals with gestational age related AV time
intervals defined as first degree AV block (group A) and circles represents normal prenatal findings.
Squares represents fetal second degree AV block, reverted to prenatal first degree AV block after
transplacental betamethasone treatment. Filled symbols represent individuals with age related PR
intervals defined as first degree AV block at follow up.
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Table 5.4.3. ECG and Holter findings grouped accordingly to prenatal signs of first degree AV block or
not (A and B); Mean±SD
Group A

Group B

n=16

n=41

HR, bpm

105±28

105±19

PR, ms

140±24

120±12

ECG

QRS, ms

73±9

70±7

QTc, ms

401±21

405±17

Holter
HR mean, bpm

n=12

n=38

105±17

104±11

HR, Min, bpm

76±17

75±11

HR, max, bpm

165±14

173±14

R-R max, ms

1.18±0.18

1.16±0.12

p-level

p < 0.01

PR at HR mean, ms
155±35
129±15
p < 0.01
HR; heart rate. PR at HR mean; PR interval in Holter ECG measured at mean heart rate.

In respect to QRS, QTc and HR there was no clinical or statistical significant difference
between groups as summarised in table 3. Group A and B had QRS and QTc of 73±9
ms and 401±21 ms at a HR of 105±28 beats per minute (bpm) compared to 70±7 ms
and 405±17 ms at a HR of 105±19 bpm with all parameters within normal variation.
24-hour Holter ECG. Holter registration was performed in 50 cases, 12 in group A
and 38 in group B, still without any differences between groups in respect to gender,
age, weight and height at follow up. The PR interval was approximately 15 ms longer
in group A compared to group B, but otherwise no differences were seen (Table 5.4.3).
The 6 cases of 1°AVB, as defined by ECG, also had long PR intervals (160-220 ms) in
the Holter registration. One of these cases, aged 5.6 years at follow up, also had
episodes of 2°AVB (Mobitz type 2) during night. This child had a history of fetal
2°AVB, reverted to 1°AVB during transplacental steroid treatment and subsequently
normalised after birth. In addition, a highly variable PR interval at mean HR, (range
120-180 ms at HR 90-100 bpm) was seen in one case, aged 23 month, with a normal
ECG at rest (PR 130 ms). Notably, this was the second child to a mother with a
previous child affected by CAVB. Despite the preventive use of intravenous
immunoglobulin in early pregnancy, fetal 2°AVB developed, subsequently reverted to
1°AVB after treatment with betamethasone and eventually normalised after birth. No
additional cases of significant arrhythmia or sinus bradycardia were seen.
Echocardiographic studies. In group A there was one case of a minor muscular
ventricular septum defect and in group B one case of a mild pulmonary valve stenosis,
both without any significant hemodynamic consequences.
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Table 5.4.4. M-mode of left ventricle and mitral valve Doppler findings grouped accordingly to prenatal
signs of first degree AV block or not (A and B); Mean±SD
Group A

Group B

LVDD, mm

31.7±6.7

31.9±4.2

IVS, mm

4.8±0.8

4.8±0.8

p-level

M-mode

PW, mm

4.6±0.7

4.6±0.8

FS, %

35.2±3.7

35.4±3.7

Peak E, m/s

0.84±0.14

0.86±0.13

Peak A, m/s

0.53±0.09

0.55±0.08

MV Doppler

E/A

1.6±0.3

1.6±0.2

DT, ms

113±9.2

103±13

IVCT, ms

38.4±7.4

35.7±5.9

IVRT, ms

48.2±5.6

46.5±5.0

ET, ms

246±31

248±20

0.35±0.03

0.33±0.02

MPI

P<0.05

P<0.05

LVDd; left ventricle end diastolic diameter, IVSd; interventricular septal end diastolic thickness, PWd;
posterior wall end diastolic thickness, FS; fractional shortening, Peak E; maximum velocity of the E
wave, Peak A; maximum velocity of the A wave, DT; deceleration time of the E wave, IVCT;
isovolumetric contraction time, IVRT; isovolumetric relaxation time, ET; ejection time of left outflow,
MPI=(IVCT+IVRT)/ET

All M-mode measurements were similar between the two groups. Apart from small
differences between groups regarding DT and MPI, the groups also were similar
regarding the Doppler measurements, summarised in Table 5.4.4. After exclusion of the
two cases with a history of 2°AVB, the difference in DT was no longer observed. More
importantly, all individual measurements fell within an expected normal distribution
compared to published data 107-109.
A small difference between groups was seen regarding TDI derived MPI’ in both
sampling sites, mainly attributable to a prolongation of IVCT’ and to a lesser extent
IVRT’. Mean MPI’±SD of the studied normal group was 0.37±0.03 and 0.36±0.03 in
the mitral and septal location respectively compared to published normal values of
0,35±0,09 in both locations 110. In comparison, the mean MPI’ in group A was
0.39±0.04 in mitral annulus and 0.40±0.05 in basal septum. TDI data are summarised
in Table 5.4.5.
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Table 5.4.5. Tissue Doppler findings by group; Mean±SD
Group A

Group B

p-level

IVCT', ms

58.2±14.4

47.5±7.7

p<0.05

IVCT'c, ms

71.3±14.5

58.3±7.8

p<0.05

IVRT', ms

47.7±7.8

45.2±5.0

IVRT'c, ms

59.2±11.0

58.3±7.8

Mitral annulus

ET', ms

268±20

253±23

0.39±0.04

0.37±0.03

IVCT', ms

55.8±16.8

47.6±9.2

IVCT'c, ms

69.2±14.4

60.6±8.8

IVRT', ms

48.3±6.8

43.6±4.3

IVRT'c, ms

61.0±8.7

60.6±8.8

MPI'

p<0.05

Basal septum

ET', ms
MPI'

259±25

250±20

0.40±0.05

0.36±0.03

p<0.05

p<0.05

IVCT’; isovolumetric contraction time, IVCT’c; IVCT’ corrected for heart rate (see text), IVRT’;
isovolumetric relaxation time, IVRT’c; IVRT’ corrected for heart rate, ET’; ejection time. IMP’ index of
myocardial performance; IMP’=(IVCT’+IVRT’)/ET’

Thus, with the exception of IVCT, values were very similar between groups and
compared well to normal reference values published by other investigators 110. With the
exception of random isolated values slightly exceeding these references, only one child
had DTI findings that more systematically deviated from normal limits. This child with
a fetal history of 2°AVB, a PR interval of 182 ms at follow up (5.6 years), and
intermittent 2°AVB during sleep had M-mode and mitral valve Doppler findings within
normal ranges (LVDD 3.4 cm, FS 37.5, IVCT 39 ms, IVRT 49 ms, MPI 0.32, E 0.96,
A 0.42, E/A 2.29 and DT 135 ms) indicating normal systolic and diastolic left ventricle
function. In contrast TDI findings were abnormal (septal; IVCTc’ 106 ms (z-score
3.29), IVRTc’ 51 ms, MPI’ 0.52 (z-score 1.97) and mitral; IVCTc’ 142 ms (z-score
5.90), IVRTc’ 57 ms, MPI’ 0.67 (z-score 3.49)). The other case with fetal 2°AVB and
episodes of 1°AVB on Holter at follow up, had a completely normal echocardiography.
Secondary analyses
As normal conduction has been suggested as a pre-requisite in the use of myocardial
performance index, both mitral valve and TDI measurements were correlated to the
ECG derived PR interval. Focusing these analyses on this relationship, the two cases
with a history of 2°AVB and risk of myocardial dysfunction were excluded. No
relationship could be found between mitral valve MPI or IVCT and the PR interval.
Regarding TDI, we found a weak correlation between the PR interval and MPI’
(Y=0.26+0.0009*x, r2=0.18, p<0.01), and somewhat stronger correlation to IVCT’
(Y=0.30+0.38*x, r2=0.33, p<0.001) at the basal ventricular septum. Similar results
were obtained in recordings from the mitral annulus.
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6 DISCUSSION
The aims of this PhD project rested on clinical questions raised by previous studies
and observations regarding the need of further validation of the Doppler methods, the
need for better understanding how the method should be used and in a larger study
verify the diagnostic precision. Also, we wanted to answer the question about the
clinical significance of a prenatally long PR interval in a childhood perspective.
6.1

CORRELATION BETWEEN AV TIME INTERVAL AND PR INTERVAL

When comparing AV time intervals with electrocardiographic PR intervals in
newborns, we have demonstrated strong positive linear relationships for all three
studied methods (MV-Ao, MV and SVC-Ao).
The MV-Ao approach systematically overestimated the PR interval to a degree
(+32±7.7 ms) that was roughly the same as the ICT. By using the novel MV approach
and directly excluding the ICT from the AV measurement a systematic overestimation
of the PR interval was accordingly avoided. The SVC-Ao measurements also include
the ICT, but as a consequence of a later onset of the flow reversal (a-wave) in the SVC
compared to the start of accelerated inflow to the left ventricle (A-wave), AV time
intervals recorded from the SVC-Ao overestimated the PR intervals by approximately
10 ms less than those obtained with the MV-Ao approach.
AV time intervals obtained with the MV approach showed the best agreement with PR
intervals, but there was a trend to underestimate the PR interval as these time intervals
became longer. Our interpretation of this finding was that a prolonged PR interval
without an associated decrease in heart rate will result in an earlier start of the A-wave
in relation to the E-wave, causing an increasing overlapping of the E-wave and
artifactual shortening of the A-wave. This phenomenon should also affect the MV-Ao
measurements, but is probably hidden in the increased variability induced by including
the ICT.
As a consequence of this finding, we hypothesized that systematic differences in the
agreement between AV time and PR intervals would not represent a methodological
problem, as Doppler recordings of AV time intervals usually are performed to be
compared to reference data obtained with the same technique, without the intention of
getting a numeric estimate of the PR interval.
At the time of our study only few investigators had compared AV time intervals on
Doppler recordings with measurements of the PR interval on ECG as discussed in
section 2.5.4.2. In the first paper suggesting the MV-Ao method for assessment of the
PR interval, AV time intervals obtained by the MV-Ao approach on 10 newborns were
not significantly different from PR intervals measured on ECG recordings made, at a
paper speed of 25 mm/s, within minutes of the Doppler recording 81. In the present
study on twice the number of newborns, ECG was recorded simultaneously with the
Doppler tracing at a sweep speed of 100 mm/s and PR intervals were found to be
systematically shorter than AV time intervals measured on recordings from both the
MV-Ao and SVC-Ao. Our finding is in accordance with an experimental study on
exteriorized fetal lambs and recent reports comparing Doppler to signal averaged fetal
ECG 53, 100.
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6.2

COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT DOPPLER METHODS

The comparison between Doppler methods can be done from different perspectives.
First, high quality tracings from a single valve like the MV are usually easier to obtain
than recordings with the MV-Ao encompassing two valves, although both these
techniques use the widely known 4 chamber view. A recording from the SVC-Ao
approach is somewhat more difficult and requires further training to acquire a
longitudinal 3 vessel view in an acceptable insonation angle, encompassing two vessels
with the PW sample volume.
As the SVC-Ao approach does not suffer from artifactual shortening of the A wave this
method would have advantages over both the MV and the MV-Ao methods in fetuses
with AV time prolongation and tachycardia.
When comparing methods an informative analysis would be to investigate the degree to
which observations fluctuate around the mean value (intraobserver variability). For the
MV-Ao and SVC-Ao approach this fluctuation, described as the 95% interval of
agreement, was approximately ±15 ms and ±14 ms, respectively (Figure 5.2). For the
MV technique a somewhat smaller 95% confidence interval of roughly ±9 ms was
calculated from the regression. However, this variability became more or less the same
(CV; 5-6%) when taking into account that time intervals measured with the MV
approach were shorter than those obtained with the two other techniques.
The interobserver variability was low and of no clinical significance for all studied
methods, supported also by the findings of the Montreal group 79.

Limitations of the validation study
Lacking a reliable standard fetal ECG method, this study was performed on newborn
instead of fetuses. This model might have influenced our results somewhat.
In the newborn period hemodynamic conditions are constantly changing and to
minimize this problem we did not include babies into our study until they were at least
one day old and without any significant ductal shunt. The AV time intervals obtained in
the present study were very similar to those previously recorded in the term fetus 111,
suggesting that differences in loading conditions between newborn and fetuses did not
have any systematic effects on ICT or AV time intervals. Breathing and ongoing
changes in loading conditions might, however, still have had effects on the variability
of our measurements. Hence, approximates of variability in the newborn are probably
overestimates of the corresponding variables in the fetus, especially for venous profiles
as used by the SVC-Ao approach.
The ECG tracing of the ultrasound system could possibly influence our result. First, we
need to know that the recorded PR interval correlate to the PR interval of a standard
ECG. Comparing our mean PR 96±13.0 ms at a mean HR of 110 bpm with published
normal limits in the neonate of 100 ms (ranging 80-140 ms) 106, 112 indicates a good
correlation. Secondly, the time resolution and potential delay between the Doppler
and ECG tracing presented on the screen of the system has to be taken into account.
The characteristics of the Sequoia ultrasound system has been described, and the time
delay has been found to be 1-2 ms and hence, of no methodological importance 113.
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The finding of excellent intra- and interobserver variability between two operators
with a special interest and long learning curve in this field can not be translated to a
wide spread general use of these Doppler approaches. In a validation study, 15
pediatric cardiologists recorded and measured AV time intervals by the MV-Ao
method, following a demonstration by a teaching tape. A comparison to a central
experienced observer resulted in limits of agreement of -0.26 ± 22.08 ms 114; i.e. the
repeatability coefficient was 44.16 ms which could be compared to our result of 7.0
ms in the present study on newborns.
With these limitations taken into account, it is my opinion that the results of paper I
have a high internal validity. Possibly, the use of these methods should be centralised to
experienced operators with a special interest in this field in order to ensure sufficient
quality of the AV time assessment.
6.3

PROLONGED AV TIME INTERVAL – CONDUCTION OR
CONTRACTILITY?

The result of paper II demonstrated that prolongation of ICT was an important
contributor to the prolongation of AV time intervals observed during midgestation in
our anti-Ro52 antibody exposed fetuses. Also, reference data for ICT in healthy fetuses
were established. The reference ICT values (31 ± 4.5 ms) were also similar to our own
data from newborn infants (35 ± 6.0 ms) in paper I, supporting the observation that ICT
remains constant during gestation22-24. Hence, we have reason to believe that our antiRo52 exposed fetuses with abnormal AV time intervals also had abnormally long ICT
intervals.
As discussed in section 2.5.4, ICT shows a strong negative correlation with myocardial
contractility. Recent data also imply that ICT can be used as a reliable index of cardiac
contractility in the fetus 89, 90.
A possible explanation for the decreased cardiac performance, indicated by the
prolonged ICT in a large proportion of fetuses in our study, is reduced myocardial
contractility. This idea is supported by current models of the pathogenesis of CHB in
which anti-Ro52 antibodies have been reported to cross-react with a cardiomyocyte cell
surface protein and induce dysregulation of intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis16. Ca2+ is a
main regulator of cardiomyocyte contraction, and disturbance in intracellular Ca2+
levels can be predicted to affect myocardial contractility independent of AV block
progression.
Reported clinical observations indicating a global endomyocardial process without
concomitant second or third-degree AV block 22, 85, 98, 115, 116, also support our
observations of possible discrete myocardial function disturbances in anti-Ro52
antibody exposed fetuses.
We could not find support for alternative explanations to prolonged ICT in our study.
Prolonged ICT have been demonstrated to predict severe intrauterine growth restriction
and adverse outcome in pregnancies with placental vascular disease 117. In our study all
pregnancies, with the exception of one where the fetus developed a second-degree AV
block, were considered normal, with an appropriately growing fetus during the period
of echocardiographic surveillance. Our echocardiographic observations indicate that
abnormalities in ventricular filling and systolic arterial pressure are unlikely to have
made any significant contribution to the observed disturbance in cardiac performance.
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Thus, when using AV time intervals including the early systolic phase of isovolumetric
contraction it should be kept in mind that these intervals are the result of electrical and
mechanical components both of which can be prolonged.
6.4

DIAGNOSTIC PRECISION

Paper III is to date the largest published single centre study reporting on serial fetal
Doppler echocardiography in pregnancies of anti-SSA/Ro positive women.
6.4.1 The MV-Ao and SVC-Ao approaches
The study demonstrated that 14 of 89 anti-SSA/Ro exposed fetuses had an abnormal
ECG after birth. Complete CHB occurred in two newborns and first-degree AV block
in twelve. Thirteen of these 14 were identified before birth by having abnormal Doppler
records on two consecutive examinations at 18-24 weeks of gestation, using either the
MV-Ao or SVC-Ao method. The remaining case had a borderline PR interval in ECG
after birth. Spontaneous normalisation of ECG by one month was seen in all cases of
first-degree AV block.
An additional 15 fetuses had abnormally long AV time intervals at mid-gestation but a
normal ECG at birth. When observing the quick postnatal normalisation of ECG in
those with first-degree AV block at birth, it can really be questioned if these 15 fetuses
represent true false positives or if they to some extent represent a milder spectrum of
the same disease with spontaneous normalisation during continuing pregnancy. Thus,
when using first-degree AV block in the newborn ECG as outcome variable, both the
MV-Ao and SVC-Ao approach, with a 95% reference range, had a high sensitivity
around 90% but a more moderate PPV (approximately 45%) and LR+ (4.5-5.5).
Despite this limitation in prenatal prediction of AV conduction disease at birth the
rather high NPV (98%) and LR- (0.10) suggests that these Doppler methods can be
used to narrow the group at risk for postnatal ECG changes. By using a 99% reference
range the PPV increased by 10%, but at the cost of a lower sensitivity. In agreement
with these observations we also found that optimal thresholds for detection of an
abnormal ECG, as obtained by ROC curve analysis, were only up to 5 ms longer than
the upper limits of our gestational age dependent 95% reference ranges.
6.4.2 The MV approach
Our data could not provide any support for the concept that exclusion of the mechanical
component of the MV-Ao time interval, i. e. the ICT, would improve the precision in
predicting first-degree AV block in ECG recorded after birth. Sensitivity for the MV
method was only 50% when using a 95% reference range. In part this could be
explained by non-optimal reference values, but even when using the optimal threshold
obtained from the ROC analysis sensitivity still remained at 75%.
A more likely explanation for the low sensitivity of the MV method is increasing fusion
of the E and A waves with increasing true PR interval, resulting in an artifactual
shortening of the AV time interval118 as discussed in section 2.5.2 (Figure 2.5.1.2). This
problem was unfortunately not overcome by creating normal values from healthy
fetuses. As MV-Ao and MV measurements uses the same starting point artifactual
shortening will also affect MV-Ao time intervals, which might explain why the SVC52

Ao technique tended to be better than the MV-Ao approach in cases of AV time
prolongation.
Measuring MV time intervals on flow velocity Doppler recordings is accordingly not a
suitable method to get an estimate of the PR interval without including ICT. Our
observations do, however, not disqualify the idea that a time interval measurement that
more directly relates to the electrical events of the heart might have a better precision in
predicting abnormal AV conduction. In accordance other ultrasound techniques not
including ICT, such as Tissue Doppler Imaging 52, 100 and fetal ECG53 have been
suggested as the method of choice in assessing fetal AV conduction, but for several
reasons remained less widely used than the flow velocity Doppler techniques. Still, in
this context it should be emphasised that both the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao methods,
including the ICT, in our hands identified 11 of 12 fetuses with first-degree AV block
in the newborn ECG.
In conclusion, paper III demonstrates that both the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao technique in
our practice can identify nearly all fetuses at risk of first-degree heart block at birth,
with a reasonable high LR+ and excellent NPV but at a cost of a PPV of less than 50%.
The MV method is, however, less suitable for this purpose.
6.4.3 Prevalence of CHB at birth
The true incidence of CCHB in previous unaffected anti-SSA/Ro positive pregnant
women has been assessed to be approximately 2 % as discussed in section 2.1.2. Our
study supports this assumption. The incidence in previous unaffected seropositive
women in our study was 2.2 % (2/91) and 3.3% (3/91) including the case of second
degree AV block. It should be noted that our cohort consisted of anti-SSA/Ro positive
pregnant women routine screening and also verified to have a positive 52 kDa SSA/Ro
test by ELISA during the present pregnancy in 90%; i.e. in comparison to other studies
a high proportion of anti-SSA/Ro52 positive women.
As there were only three anti-SSA/Ro52 positive women with a previous history of
CCHB in our cohort, the risk of recurrence could not be assessed with sufficient
precision. However one case of second degree AV block was seen among these three
women.
The frequency of first degree AV block, at birth reported in paper III was higher than
previously reported14, 119. A discrepancy that is most likely explained by the use of
different reference values for electrocardiographic PR interval at birth. Our use of
reference values104 was not only motivated by the fact that they fit well with our own
observation of a PR interval in healthy newborns of 94 [78-110] ms118, but that they
take both age and heart rate into account. Furthermore, recent Italian studies confirms
our finding, reporting a nearly 10% prevalence of first degree AV block at birth in a
similar cohort 21, 120.
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6.5

CHILDHOOD FOLLOW UP

In paper IV we demonstrated that children with prenatal signs of prolonged AV time
intervals presented with significantly longer PR intervals in ECG at mid-term follow up
than children with normal prenatal conduction findings.
In addition, 10% of our cohort of children prenatally exposed to SSA progressed to first
degree AV block at follow up (mean age of nearly 4 years) despite a normal ECG at
birth. Furthermore, all children with first degree AV block had a preceding prolonged
prenatal Doppler derived AV time interval. Hence, from a methodological perspective,
paper IV provided further validation of the prenatal Doppler method in the ability to
detect prenatal conduction abnormalities and predict signs of first degree AV block in
preschool children, as we found a rather high positive predictive value (37.5%) and a
positive likelihood ratio of 5.1 combined with a high specificity and negative predictive
value.
To the best of our knowledge there are no previous systematic reports on outcome of
myocardial function in cohorts of children prenatally exposed to anti-Ro/SSA, apart
from rare cases of the most serious manifestations of NL reporting on late onset
cardiomyopathy and endocardial fibroelastosis with or without associated complete
heart block 7, 8, 22, 23, 50. In paper IV we evaluated the systolic and diastolic myocardial
function with several methods in widespread use. We were not able to reveal any signs
of clinical significant differences between children with prenatal signs of prolonged AV
time interval and children with normal prenatal conduction. All children were
asymptomatic and all, but one, were assessed as having normal myocardial function.
The remaining child were found to have first degree AV block with episodes of second
degree AV block during night associated with TDI derived time intervals and MPI
clearly deviant from all other cases, assessed as early signs of impaired longitudinal
systolic and diastolic function which in turn might represent a less advanced stage of
myocardial involvement secondary to NL.
6.6

CLINICAL CONSEQUENCE OF A LONG AV TIME INTERVAL

In general first degree AV block without severe prolongation of the PR interval is
known to be a benign condition with a prevalence of 0.65-1.1 % in children, without
increased risk of sudden death or syncope 121. Progress to more advanced block has
previously not been regarded as a risk, although shown in the antibody exposed group
as discussed in section 2.3.2 and in rare cases without antibody exposition 122.
Furthermore, in a recent large epidemiologic community based prospective cohort
study among adults with a low prevalence of cardiac disease at base line, first degree
AV block was associated with a 2-fold adjusted risk for atrial fibrillation, 3-fold
adjusted risk for pacemaker implantation and a 1.4-fold adjusted risk for mortality or
morbidity in any of myocardial infarction, coronary insufficiency, congestive heart
failure or stroke 123. Thus, the long term natural history of first degree AV block might
not be as benign as previously believed.
Although progress to CCHB was seen in 1/25 cases with a prenatal finding of
prolonged AV time interval in our cohort of fetuses exposed to anti-SSA/Ro antibodies,
our findings in paper II-IV indicates that a moderately prolonged AV time should be
regarded as a benign condition during early childhood. The long-term outcome within
this group remains to be established.
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In our cohort of patients we have made observations suggesting that the transient
increase in AV time intervals, seen in approximately 30% of anti-SSA/Ro52 antibodyexposed fetuses, could to a certain extent be explained by a decrease in mechanical
cardiac performance23. In addition, 50% of fetuses with AV time prolongation still had
a long PR interval in ECG after birth. In all our cases this postnatal finding was
transient and the early childhood prognosis has been demonstrated to be excellent,
although progress to first degree AV block was shown in 10 % of our cohort.
As only two fetuses developed complete AV block and another two second-degree AV
block, that reverted to first-degree AV block during betamethasone treatment, our data
are not sufficient to establish a level of AV time prolongation indicating transplacental
steroid treatment. Actually three fetuses that exceeded the threshold of 150 ms
suggested for treatment 10, spontaneously normalized their AV conduction before birth
in one case and after birth in two cases. Thus, our present standpoint is still that
prolongation of AV time intervals is an indication for closer surveillance, withholding
treatment with fluorinated steroids until detection of signs of second-degree AV block
or endomyocardial disease, considering the potential risk of serious side effects,
outlined in section 2.4.5.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
Fetal echo Doppler, using the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao methods, is a useful and validated
tool to get indirect estimates of the PR interval. However, Doppler derived AV time
intervals systematically overestimate the PR interval, since they are the result of both
electrical and mechanical components.
In order to maintain acceptable repeatability and reproducibility of the Doppler
methods sufficient for a high diagnostic precision, it is my conclusion that fetal Doppler
should be used by operators with proper education and experience of the Doppler
methods. Both the SVC-Ao and MV-Ao methods have strengths and limitations. In
cases with AV time prolongation the SVC-Ao method seems superior. Thus, MV-Ao
and SVC-Ao should be used in complementary addition to each other.
The early systolic interval, isovolumetric contraction time, is an important contributor
to prolongation of AV time intervals. This observation may suggest that anti-Ro52
antibody exposed fetal hearts not only have disturbed electrical conduction but also
impaired mechanical performance. Moreover, our findings have implications for the
interpretation of the AV time interval. It should be kept in mind that these intervals are
the result of electrical and mechanical components, both of which can be prolonged.
The MV-Ao and SVC-Ao Doppler methods make it possible to predict first-degree AV
block at birth with a high sensitivity and to exclude conduction disturbances in the case
of a normal AV time measurement but at the cost of a positive predictive value of 50%.
Part of the “false positive” cases might represent fetuses with mild and transient
conduction or myocardial impairment.
An alternative Doppler approach excluding ICT, (MV), was not found to improve the
diagnostic precision, most probably because of increasing fusion of the E and A waves
with increasing true PR interval, resulting in an artifactual shortening of the AV time
interval. This observation does not disqualify the idea that a time interval measurement
that more directly relates to the electrical events of the heart might have a better
precision in predicting abnormal AV conduction. In accordance other ultrasound
techniques not including ICT, such as Doppler Tissue Imaging, fetal ECG and speckle
tracking echocardiography need to be further evaluated.
Progress to first degree AV block at preschool follow up was verified in 10 % of fetally
anti SSA/Ro-exposed children, all with preceding deviant prenatal Doppler findings
underlining the ability of Doppler to correct identify prolonged AV conduction.
All children with prenatally isolated moderate and stable prolongation of the fetal AV
time interval had an excellent prognosis and were found to be healthy without signs of
myocardial impairment at preschool follow up.
The evidence for the hypothesis that CCHB develops through a stage of first degree
AV block is still week, although a mildly prolonged AV time interval preceded CCHB
in one case in our cohort. No predicting sign could be demonstrated in the remaining
three cases of CCHB and second degree AV block, using our protocol of surveillance.
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In conclusion, fetal echo Doppler is suitable for early detection of fetuses with
prolonged AV time intervals indicating first degree AV block and/or mildly impaired
cardiac performance. However, an isolated prolonged AV time interval is rarely a
predicting sign of developing CCHB. These observations suggest that a prolonged AV
time interval is an indication for closer surveillance, withholding treatment with
fluorinated steroids until detection of signs of second-degree AV block or
endomyocardial disease.
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8 MANAGING AND PREVENTING CONGENITAL
HEART BLOCK
The ideal approach to CCHB is prevention since it is an irreversible condition
associated with substantial mortality and morbidity. Recently published guidelines
regarding management and prevention of CCHB exist 22, 38, recommending weekly
fetal echocardiographies from 16 to 26 gestational weeks for all anti-SSA/Ro positive
women during pregnancy. These recommendations assume the preventable
development of CCHB through first degree AV block. For a scientific use I agree with
these recommendations. However, resting on the findings presented in this thesis along
with the experience of our institution and a review of literature, I would suggest
modifications of the published guidelines for general and widespread use.
During our nearly 10 year single center experience of surveillance of approximately
100 anti-SSA/Ro positive women, resulting in more than 600 fetal Doppler
echocardiographies, 2 cases of CCHB developed despite our close follow up. Two
cases of second degree AV block were reverted to sinus rhythm after transplacental
steroid treatment. During the same period, 6 cases of CCHB presented in pregnancies
not known to be at risk; i.e. possibly 2/8 cases of CCHB were prevented during a 10
year period requiring a resource of 600 fetal echocardiographies. Signs of first degree
AV block were seen in a third of the pregnancies and of limited clinical significance.

Most vulnerable period
18 weeks

•

Prophylactic therapy
?IVIG from 12 to
24 weeks??

26 weeks

Birth

Protocol of surveillance
• Isolated 1°AVB weekly assessments
• 2°AVB– treatment

ECG during first
postnatal week
• NSR and normal
prenatal history; No

• Signs of endomyocarditis±block;
increased echo density, impaired
myocardial function, pericardial
effusion, arrhythmia-treatment

follow up needed
• 1°AVB; individualised
follow up.

Figure 8.1. Possible model for the prevention of CCHB in previous affected pregnant anti-SSA/SSB
positive women, modified after Buyon et al.38 IVIG; Intravenous immunoglobulin, PITCH; Preventive
IVIG Therapy for Congenital Heart Block, 1°AVB; first degree AV block, NSR; normal sinus rhythm.
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For general widespread use, close surveillance is suggested to be restricted to the group
where a second child with CCHB possibly can be prevented; i.e. pregnant anti-SSA/Ro
positive (with or without anti-SSB/La) women with a previous pregnancy outcome
complicated by CCHB (or a rash associated with NL) known to have a tenfold increase
in risk of recurrence.
• Figure 8.1 summarises a possible model for management modified after Buyon et
al38. In selected cases (a previous child with CCHB) IVIG treatment started as early
as 12 gestational weeks can be considered although not yet proven to be effective as
prevention. The PITCH study (Preventive IVIG Therapy for Congenital Heart
Block) was set up to evaluate this approach 38, although no result has been published
to date.
• A protocol of surveillance for pregnancies with a 20-30 % risk of CCHB is
recommended to include weekly performed fetal Doppler echocardiographies during
the most vulnerable period from 18 to 26 gestational weeks and every 2-4 week
thereafter, combining the MV-Ao and SVC-Ao approaches as described in section
2.5.
• Prolonged AV time interval should result in close surveillance. Transplacental
steroids are withheld until concomitant signs of progress to severely prolonged AV
time intervals (>180 ms), second degree AV block and/or endomyocarditis
(increased echodensity, pericardial effusion or other signs of hydrops, impaired
myocardial function, arrhythmia including unexplained tachycardia, valvular
regurgitation as part of a broader clinical picture). In such cases betamethasone 4 mg
daily to the mother is started to decrease inflammation. Improvement is anticipated
regarding the inflammatory course within 1-3 weeks. The betamethasone dose is
reduced to 2 mg daily after 3 weeks. If no effect is observed the drug is tapered after
3-4 weeks.
• In case of third degree AV block, treatment as described above is started in the
presence of a heart rate <60 bpm. In case of concomitant signs of endomyocarditis
betamethasone is recommended throughout the pregnancy.
• ECG at birth is recommended in all cases. In case of a normal prenatal history and
normal outcome in ECG, no follow up is required. In case of prolonged AV time
intervals and/or signs of conduction abnormality at birth, follow up at a pediatric
cardiology unit is recommended with 3-5 year intervals.
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9 SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA
Medfött komplett hjärtblock
Medfött komplett hjärtblock, utan annat hjärtfel, är ett ovanligt men allvarligt tillstånd.
Det upptäcks vanligen vid en mödravårdskontroll, då fostret har en ihållande, långsam
hjärtrytm, ofta 50–80 slag/minut, istället för normalt 110-160 slag/minut. Av de
drabbade dör 20-30% under fostertiden eller tidigt efter förlossningen. De överlevande
behöver i de flesta fall livslång behandling med pacemaker och har en relativt god
prognos, även om det finns en liten risk för senare tillstötande allvarlig
hjärtmuskelsjukdom.
Hjärtblocket karaktäriseras av en skada i hjärtats AV-knuta, som är en del av hjärtats
retledning (Figur 9.1). AV-knutan är viktig för nervimpulsens överledning från förmak
till kammare. Den har även i uppgift att fördröja nervimpulsen något, så att förmakets
sammandragning hinner avslutas innan kammaren aktiveras. Det finns olika grader av
hjärtblock. Vid den lindrigaste graden (AV block I) är nervimpulsens överledningstid i
AV-knutan endast förlängd. Vid nästa svårighetsgrad (AV block II) tillkommer
dessutom blockering av vissa nervimpulser, vilket resulterar i att efterföljande hjärtslag
faller bort. Vid ett komplett block (AV block III) passerar inga nervimpulser från
förmaken, vilket resulterar att kammaren slår med en automatisk, långsam puls utan
koordinerat samarbete med förmaket.

Sinusknuta

AV-knuta

Höger och
vänster skänkel

Figur 9.1 Hjärtats retledning. Nervimpulsen utgår från sinusknutan och sprids över förmaken.
I AV-knutan sker en kort fördröjning och överledning av nervimpulsen från förmak till kammare.
En skada i AV-knutan leder till olika grad av blockering av nervimpulsen.
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Riskgrupp
Kvinnor med känd reumatisk sjukdom, som t.ex. Sjögrens syndrom och SLE
(systemisk lupus erythematosus), kan ha en ökad risk att få barn med medfött
hjärtblock. Det handlar om de kvinnor som har en onormal förekomst av en viss typ av
specifika antikroppar (anti-Ro och/eller anti-La), vilka är riktade mot kroppsegna
strukturer. Vid en graviditet kan antikropparna passera över moderkakan till fostret och
där orsaka en inflammation och skada i AV-knutan och hjärtmuskeln. Många av dessa
kvinnor med ökad risk är kända för vården, men fostrets hjärtblock kan ibland vara
första tecknet på att kvinnan bär på dessa antikroppar. Även om antikropparna är
avgörande för utveckling av hjärtblock måste det finnas fler orsaker, då det uppstår i
endast 2 % av dessa riskgraviditeter med en ökning till 20 % om kvinnan har fött ett
tidigare barn med sjukdomen. Det bedrivs intensiv forskning för att vi ska förstå dessa
mekanismer bättre.
Riskperiod och förebyggande behandling
Det kompletta hjärtblocket inträffar vanligen mellan den 18:e och 24:e
graviditetsveckan även om det ibland upptäcks senare. Vid tidig upptäckt under denna
period kan det finnas möjlighet att förebygga utvecklingen av AVB III och mer uttalad
hjärtmuskelinflammation genom att medicinera den gravida kvinnan med en form av
kortison som kan passera över till fostret. Frågan blir då hur ska vi då upptäcka denna
tidiga utveckling?
Tidig diagnostik av hjärtblock med ultraljud hos foster
Ett vanligt EKG, som registrerar hjärtats elektriska aktivitet är ”Golden Standard” för
diagnostik av olika grader av AV-block. Metoden är enkel och daglig rutin inom
vården. Tyvärr finns ännu ingen enkel metod för att undersöka foster med EKG. Därför
har ultraljud av fosterhjärtat med s.k. Doppler undersökning börjat användas för
övervakning av graviditeter med ökad risk för komplett hjärtblock.
Med ultraljudets Doppler kan blodets hastighet registreras och man kan identifiera
starten av blodflöden orsakade av att förmaket respektive kammaren drar ihop sig efter
att de har aktiverats av nervimpulsen. Tidsintervallet mellan förmakets och kammarens
aktivering (AV-tiden) kan därför mätas. Detta tidsintervall motsvarar nervimpulsens
överledningstid från förmak till kammare i den s.k. AV-knutan.
Det har antagits att en lindrig skada i AV knutan, med en förlängning av
överledningstiden, föregår en mer uttalad skada på AV-knutan. Denna förlängning
borde kunna upptäckas med ultraljudets Doppler genom att registrera AV-tiden och
jämföra detta mot ett förväntat normalvärde.
Det fanns vid detta projekts start begränsad erfarenhet av användningen av ultraljudets
Doppler för tidig diagnostik av hjärtblock. Normalvärden för AV-tider har presenterats,
liksom begränsade jämförelser mellan överledningstiden registrerad med EKG och
Doppler i syfte att konstatera att dessa tider verkligen motsvarar varandra. Resultaten
har dock varit delvis motsägelsefulla. En redovisning av våra första 24 riskgraviditeter
som följts med ultraljud Doppler visade oväntat att 1/3 av fostren visade tecken till
övergående förlängda överledningstider, varav hälften hade kvar denna förlängning
första levnadsveckan.
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Avhandlingens frågeställningar
Vi ville i denna avhandling få svar på en rad kliniska frågor. Är AV-tiden registrerad
med Doppler jämförbar med överledningstiden registrerad med EKG (Studie I)? Är
förlängda AV-tidsintervall, som inkluderar även mekaniska händelser, även tecken på
påverkad hjärtfunktion som en effekt av lindrig hjärtmuskelinflammation (studie II)?
Vilken diagnostisk precision har Dopplermetoden när det gäller att diagnostisera
förlängd överledningstid i en riskgrupp (studie III)? Hur går det för barnen som haft
förlängda AV-tidsintervall under fostertiden (studie IV)?
Studie I
För att få bekräftat att AV-tider mätta med Doppler verkligen överensstämmer med
motsvarande tid i EKG, jämfördes dessa två metoder på 22 friska nyfödda barn. Tre
olika Doppler-metoder jämfördes med EKG (Figur 4.1, sid. 28).
• Metod 1 (MV-Ao). Inflödet till vänster kammare och utflödet till aorta
registrerades samtidigt. AV-tiden mättes från starten av inflödet orsakat av
förmakets aktivering till starten av flödet i aorta.
• Metod 2 (MV). Samma grundprincip som i metod 1. AV-tidens avslut
definierades som stängningen av klaffen mellan förmak och kammare.
• Metod 3 (SVC-Ao). Flödet i övre hålvenen och aorta registrerades samtidigt.
AV-tiden mättes från den s.k. a-vågens start (orsakad av förmakets aktivering)
till starten av aortaflödet.
Sammanfattningsvis talade jämförelserna för att alla studerade metoder kan användas
för indirekt mätning av överledningstiden, då alla metoder visade ett nära samband med
EKG. Metod 1 och 3, som båda utnyttjar starten av aortaflödet, överskattade
systematiskt överledningstiden i EKG. Detta förklaras till stor del av att dessa AVtidsintervall inkluderar en mekanisk omställning som sker i kammaren efter aktivering.
Under denna omställning byggs trycket i kammaren upp, nödvändigt för att öppna
aortaklaffen och pumpa ut blodet till aorta. Det är känt att denna mekaniska omställning
påverkas av en rad faktorer, som t ex kammarens funktion. Det betyder att en
hjärtmuskelinflammation med påverkad kammarfunktion kan leda till en förlängning
av AV-tidsintervallet, utan att nervimpulsens överledning är påverkad. Metod 2, som
inte påverkas av denna mekaniska omställning, överensstämde bättre med
överledningstiden i EKG. Däremot fanns en tendens att underskatta storleken på
överledningstiden med växande AV-tider. En jämförelse mellan Doppler-metoderna
visade att metod 3 fungerade bäst vid mätning av långa överledningstider.
Studie II och III - Utvärdering av ett protokoll för övervakning av AV-tider
Vi har vid barnkardiologen Stockholm-Uppsala använt de beskrivna metoderna för att
veckovis, mellan 18:e och 24:e graviditetsveckan, övervaka graviditeter med ökad risk
att kompliceras av komplett hjärtblock (mödrar med de aktuella antikropparna och i de
flesta fall känd reumatisk sjukdom).
I studie II undersöktes AV-tiderna hos 78 foster ur denna riskgrupp. Tiden för den
mekaniska kammaromställningen (ICT) bestämdes och jämfördes mot ett normalvärde
som fastställdes genom analys av samma tidsintervall hos 106 friska foster.
Sammanfattningsvis kunde vi konstatera att mer än 50 % av AV-tidens förlängning
förklarades av en förlängning av den mekaniska kammaromställningen. Det finns olika
möjliga förklaringar till detta. En möjlighet är att kammarens funktion är påverkad av
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en lindrig hjärtmuskelinflammation. Både studie I och II ger stöd för att försöka mäta
ett AV-tidsintervall med Doppler som inte inkluderar den mekaniska
kammaromställningen (ICT).
I studie III undersöktes Dopplermetodernas diagnostiska förmåga att upptäcka förlängd
överledning i AV-knutan. De tre beskrivna Dopplermetoderna användes på totalt 95
foster ur vår beskrivna riskgrupp. Första veckan efter förlossningen kontrollerades AVknutans överledningstid i EKG. Resultatet för metoderna 1 och 3 jämfördes mot kända
normalvärden. Till detta undersöktes ytterligare 102 friska foster för fastställande av
normalvärden för den tidigare beskrivna metod 2, vilken inte inkluderar den mekaniska
kammaromställningen. Sammanfattningsvis hade drygt 13 % av barnen ur riskgruppen
en förlängd överledningstid efter förlossningen. Detta var övergående och alla hade
normalt EKG vid 1 månads ålder. Alla dessa barn hade identifierats under fostertiden
med Dopplermetod 1 och 3. För varje barn med förlängd AV-tid identifierade dessa
metoder ytterligare ett foster som avvikande, s.k. ”falskt positiva”. Det är tänkbart att
en del av dessa kan vara sådan som haft en lindrig och övergående påverkan på
överledningen. Alla foster som hade normala AV-tider bedömdes ha normala EKG
efter förlossningen. Två barn utvecklade kompletta hjärtblock, varav ett barn hade
föregående påvisade förlängda AV-tider. Två barn utvecklade AV-block II, vilka gick
tillbaka till AV-block I efter behandling. Båda hade normala EKG vid 1 månads ålder.
Studie IV - Uppföljning av barnen i riskgruppen
57 barn ur den beskrivna riskgruppen följdes upp vid en medelålder av knappt 4 år.
Barnen indelades i två grupper; grupp A som hade avvikande, förlängda AV-tider
under fostertiden (16 barn) och grupp B som hade normala AV-tider (46 barn).
Sammanfattningsvis konstaterades glädjande att alla barn mådde bra och var helt utan
hjärtsymptom. Hjärtats retledning undersöktes med EKG i vila samt långtids-EKG
under 1 dygn. Barnen i grupp A hade längre överledningstider än barnen i grupp B och
6/57 barn hade utvecklat AV-block I. Alla dessa barn hade haft förlängda AV-tider
under fostertiden. Ett barn de två barnen som hade behandlats under fostertiden för AVblock II och därefter normaliserat sin överledning hade vid knappt 6 års ålder utvecklat
AV-block I med nattliga episoder av AV-block II. Detta barn hade även en lindrig
påverkan i sin hjärtmuskelfunktion utifrån bedömning med en känslig metod kallad
vävnads-Doppler. Alla andra barn bedömdes ha normal hjärtfunktion.
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Sammanfattning
Vi har i våra arbeten visat att ultraljud av fosterhjärtat kombinerat med olika
Dopplermetoder kan användas för att identifiera en förlängd överledningstid i hjärtats
AV-knuta (AV-block I) i en riskgrupp av foster exponerade för moderns specifika antiRo antikroppar. Detta tillstånd är dock betydligt vanligare i denna riskgrupp än vad som
tidigare var känt. Dessutom har det en mycket god prognos med spontan normalisering
under graviditeten eller kort efter förlossningen, även om förnyad utveckling till ett
lindrigt block har demonstrerats i en liten andel i förskoleåldern. Betydelsen av det
senare återstår att visa.
Betydelse för vården
Erfarenheten att det endast är i undantagsfall som AV-block I föregår komplett AVblock får kliniska betydelser för vården.
• Våra redovisade erfarenheter talar för att behandling med kortison inte ska
påbörjas vid endast fynd av förlängda AV-tider. Vid vår enhet inleder vi därför
behandling endast vid samtidiga fynd av hjärtmuskelinflammation och/eller vid
AV-block II.
• Vi har genomfört mer 600 undersökningar i vårt uppföljningsprogram. Vi har
behandlat två fall av AV-block II, som inte har utvecklats vidare till komplett
hjärtblock – ett av dessa fall var det andra barnet till en mor som redan fött ett
barn med hjärtblock. Två fall av komplett hjärtblock kunde inte förhindras. Mot
denna bakgrund förefaller det rimligt att begränsa uppföljningsprogrammen till
mödrar som tidigare fött barn med hjärtblock. Uppföljningen bör då göras under
graviditetsvecka 18 till 26. Förutom veckovisa bestämningar av AV-tider med
Doppler bör tecken till hjärtmuskelinflammation uteslutas.
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